Aloha

E Komo Mai to the Coconut Wireless
The amazing beauty of Kauai infuses every aspect of life in this magical garden paradise.

We have abundant fresh clean ocean air with pure springs and streams to
drink from, yet there is an overall apprehension of dread that permeates the atmosphere, especially when driving, or stuck in traffic. Traffic on Kauai? Don’t we have a contra flow and bypass
roads? This is a band-aid solution if there ever was one. Traffic is just a symptom of a larger issue,
our current society is critically out of balance. Thus The Coconut Wireless is born, a forum to tallk
story about what is really going on. In our premiere issue we wala’au about development that
is creeping across Kauai like an unchecked cancer. Development is a natural progression of
things, yet it has to be properly planned; looking toward the 7th generation, a precept of the
Great Law of Peace of the Haudenosaunee (Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy) which mandates
that chiefs consider the impact of their decisions on the seventh generation yet to come. And
what will the 7th generation think of GMO’s? Who knows, for we are treating our children like
guinea pigs in an outrageously unethical public experiment of GMO’s. Something stinks on the
west side in the top secret GMO fields, and its not the “stinkweed”. Living in Hawaii It might not
seem like it, but our oceans are in a serious crisis. In our second story “The Rape of the Ocean”
we address the serious threat of overfishing. Our great nation is now in the hands of powerful
corporations and big business, the people’s will is being squashed. “Keep Asking Why”, deals
with the current political war machine that runs on fear and ignorance. Chant down Babylon
and always keep asking why, you might get some shocking answers. But it’s not all doom and
gloom in Kauai’s Green Magazine, Magic Moments, is a rare and beautiful encounter with some
awesome sea beings reminding us why we live in Hawaii.

Enjoy, Breathe, and soak in the spirit of Aloha

Unplanned Development
Kauai in Crisis

This last holiday season it took two hours to drive from
Kapa’a to Lihu’e. What will happen this summer, when there
are more cars on the road? When the tourist season is at
its peak the superferry arrives with hundreds more cars daily.
Add the cars from Waipouli Beach Resort (the new condos
across from Safeway in Kapa’a), the new Coco Palms and
two recently approved resorts next to the Coconut Marketplace and, surprise, we have one big parking lot. The visitor
industry is what makes Kauai prosper. Visitors come here to
relax and enjoy the beaches, not be stuck in traffic. Tourist
numbers will drop drastically if they find themselves in LA-like
traffic.
And what about the beaches, how many people
can there be on the beach before it is too crowded? Do
we follow the example of Waikiki and just try to pack as
many people as possible on the beach? Poipu and Waiohai
beach are extremely overcrowded already, what is going to
happen when the populations of Poipu and Koloa double in
two years from the Kukui’ula development?
Real viability and sustainability requires an understanding of relative risk and qualitative factors (security,
beauty, satisfaction), which are often ignored in economists’
models because they are difficult to quantify. Fact is, with
out planned development we all suffer form degradation in
quality of life. Can we not learn from the outrageous boondoggles on Oahu? Rampant government corruption can
only go on if we let it.
Why not just build a mass transportation system?
How about more roads before more buildings? How about
an environmental impact statement for the Superferry? Such
simple yet effective ideas are overlooked. Why? Why do we
import oil for most of our energy needs when we can harness
the power of our abundant wind, sun, waves, and mighty rivers?
We have lost our sense of community, responsibility,
and integrity. GMO crops are a perfect example of a society gone wrong. We no longer grow food to eat, but grow
food as biological weapons in the form of terminator seeds.
Pay us or starve is the message we are sending to the third

world. The increasing substitution of the
term “agribusiness”
for “agriculture” reflects a fundamental
shift to a monetized
economy in which
everything,
including human beings,
is assigned a certain
value. This ruthless
system leads to an
increased sense of
competition,
isolation and alienation.
The
focal
point of our prosperity; the natural environ-The Planning Department
ment, our culture and
agricultural heritage is at risk. Shifting from mass consumerism
to sustainable ecological alternatives is the only answer.
Here is a description for successful planning: to get us
back on track.
• Limits to growth are understood and respected
• The built environment anticipates and accommodates the
needs of the resident community while also satisfying the expectations of guests
• Continuous encroachment on nature is avoided
• Residents live, work and play in relatively compact, mixeduse neighborhoods that reflect Kauai’s character and are
close to appropriate green space, transit, trails, amenities
and services
• Community spaces encourage personal interaction and
shared activities
• Building design, construction and operation is characterized by efficiency, durability and flexibility for changing and
long-term uses
• The new and renovated built environment has transitioned
towards sustainable management of energy and materials
• Landscaped areas consist of native plant species that eliminate the need for watering and chemical use
• Smart growth policies and initiatives contribute to the financial health of the community
• Kauai’s green building sector contributes to the local economy development
• Building ownership is structured to continually encourage
transition toward resident owners
• Kauai is globally recognized as a center of excellence in
sustainable community development
To implement an understanding of social sustainability in a visitor based economy and to live in a balanced environment there are some basic principles to consider.
Ecological responsibility: We are guardians of the
Aina, with a kuleana to preserve the integrity, stability and
beauty of the island and community. It’s wrong whenever
we do otherwise. Derived from the Greek word for “house”,
in current usage, “eco” implies the wisdom and authority to
manage in the best interests of the household. Species diversity is essential to achieve self-regulation and resultant stabil-

ity. Monocrops such
as sugarcane, pineapple, coffee, GMO
corn, will deplete
the soil and poison
the aina and people.
Economic
viability: Essential to this
perspective is that
there be a positive
net return, or at
least a balance, in
terms of resources expended and returned. Ignored in current accounting are numerous subsidies that make agriculture appear economically viable, and hidden costs such as
loss of wildlife and health care costs from chemical exposure.
GMO crops, timeshares, condos, and luxury estates are not
viable assets to a sustainable economy.

often animals are seen only as objects to be exploited. Humane agriculture must be based on a fundamental respect
for animals and a recognition of their rights.
It is equally important that the highest values apply
to human interactions as well. Cultural roots are as important
to agriculture as plant roots. Without strong communities and
vibrant cultures, we will not flourish.
				
To help us respect the Aina and ourselves in these
days of mindless consumerism and corruption it is helpful to
be aware of Chilean Economist, Manfred Max Neef’s Nine
Basic Human Needs. These nine needs assist people in remaining physically, socially, and mentally healthy.

Social Justice: The system must assure that resources
and power are distributed equitably so that the basic needs
of all are met and their rights are assured. This requires equitable control of resources and full participation. Whether in the
field, market or voting both, all people must be able to participate in the vital decisions that determine their lives. Access to land is necessary in order for a majority of the world’s
population to escape poverty and grow the food it requires.
As important as equitable land tenure is the availability of adequate resources to succeed in this effort, including capital,
technical assistance and market opportunities.
Humaneness: Agriculture must embody our highest
values (kindness, mercy, sympathy) in all aspects- from respect for life to the protection of diverse cultures. Humans
clearly have an interdependent relationship with animals;
from their physical labor and companionship to their invaluable recycling of organic matter and provision of food. Too
Need			

Example				

1. Subsistence 		

food, housing, work			

Satisfiers
affordable housing, gardens, fishing

2. Protection		
family, friends, insurance			
								

preventive medicine, police, health care,
gardens (taro, fish ponds, fruit trees)

3. Affection		
friendships, relationships			
								

family dinners, life partners, caring for pets
& farm animals, writing letters, phone calls

4. Understanding
education, literature, news		
								

book clubs, work training, school,
life long learning

5. Identity		
habits, work, social groups		
								

jobs, volunteering, religions, sense of place,
neighbourhood participation

6. Creation		

art programs, cook outs, festivals, parties

abilities, skills,art				

7. Participation		
responsibilities, social groups		
								

direct democracy, protests, concerts,
festivals, gathings.

8. Leisure		
sports, relaxing, yoga			
								

surfing, swiming, hiking, kayaking, dancing,
meditation, massage, biking, gardening

9. Freedom		
equal rights				
								

charter of rights, direct democracy,
transportation system, education

The Rape of the Ocean
The unthinkable has come to pass: The wealth of
oceans, once deemed inexhaustible, has proven finite, and
fish are disappearing. Technology has helped quadruple the
world's catch of seafood since 1950. A 50-year boom in fishing technology has created an immensely powerful industrial
fleet—37,000 ships crewed by about a million people worldwide—based on freezer trawlers that can catch and process
a ton or more of fish an hour. The average consumption of
fish, crustaceans, and mollusks worldwide is 36 pounds (16 kilograms) per person. U.S. consumers spent 62 billion dollars
for fishery products in 2004, with more than 70 percent imported.
Underneath the vast veneer of our planet's oceans
there is a titanic struggle for survival going on. In a single human lifetime we have inflicted a crisis on the oceans greater
than anything we've ever done to the rainforests. It's a race
against time, and a result of advances in fishing technology,
perverse subsidies, illegal and destructive fishing vessels and
the plain lack of common sense. What we are witnessing and
what we are allowing to happen is the transformation of our
Blue Planet into a Wet Desert. Take a look at these facts: the
global fishing fleet is 2.5 times larger than what the oceans
can sustain or support. Already, 52% of the world's fisheries
are fully exploited and 24% are overexploited, depleted or
recovering from collapse. And the coup-de-grace of it all
is that we are getting less food from the sea. We're landing
smaller, younger fish. We're wiping out entire fish populations.
Marine biologists say the stocks of many large oceangoing
fish have fallen by 80 to 90 percent.
Bluefins are going the way of the buffalo. Bluefin tuna
is one of the most economically valuable and exploited fish
in the sea. A single bluefin can bring as much as $20,000 at
U.S. docks. Like many prized species, the price for bluefin is
set by Japanese demand. The record, paid in Tokyo in 1992,
was $67,500 for a 715-pound (320 kilograms) tuna—$94.40 a
pound. The number of adult bluefins in the Western Atlantic
is estimated to have dropped almost 90 percent since 1970.
No more magnificent fish swims the world's oceans than the
giant bluefin tuna, which can grow to 12 feet (4 meters) in
length, weigh 1,500 pounds (680 kilograms), and live for 30
years. Despite its size, it is an exquisitely hydrodynamic creation, able to streak through water at 25 miles (40 kilometers)
an hour, can swim in spurts of up to 55 miles per hour and dive
deeper than half a mile (0.8 kilometers). Unlike most other fish,
it has a warm-blooded circulatory system that enables it to
roam from the Arctic to the tropics. Once, giant bluefin mi-

grated by the millions throughout
the Atlantic Basin
and the Mediterranean Sea. We
are
witnessing
the same massive
indiscriminate
slaughter that we
saw happen with
America's
buffalo.
Overfishing occurs when fish and other marine species are caught at a rate faster than they can reproduce.
We now know without a doubt that the fish in the ocean are
a finite resource. Many marine scientists now believe that
overfishing is the biggest threat to the ocean environment,
even greater than that of other human caused disruptions
like increasing pollution. The high demand for fish, along with
more effective fishing techniques, has lead to many species
of fish around the world being depleted, making them commercially extinct (not worth fishing)
Between 1950 and 1994, the ocean fishing industry
increased the total catch by 400%. (Monterey Bay Aquarium
Foundation) In 1997-1998, the total global capture peaked
at an estimated 93 million tons. In subsequent years, the total
capture has been reduced. (Think peak oil). This is an indication that humans are now fishing more than what the ocean
can produce.
If global overfishing continues, wild fish populations
will be further reduced, regardless of how many boats are
used or what techniques are employed. Today, most of the
world’s major commercially valuable fish populations are
overfished and the remainder is exploited at their maximum
possible level. (National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration) In 1999, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization estimated that 70-78% of worldwide marine fish
stocks require urgent intervention to prevent population declines and to help rebuild species depleted by over fishing.
In the waters surrounding the United States, the U.S. Department of Commerce listed 959 different fish stocks in the 2001
Annual Report to Congress on the Status of U.S. Fisheries. Of
these nearly 1000 species, the status of 68.3% were listed as
unknown; of the remaining 31.7%, almost one third are listed
as overfished.

Overfishing; a major threat to global marine
ecology. In 2002, 72% of the world’s marine
fish stocks were being harvested faster than
they could reproduce. A full one-fourth of the
total catch (27 million tones in 2003) is unintended “bycatch”.

The wild fish in our oceans are the last wild creatures
that people hunt on a global scale. This overfishing not only
depletes the fish that are desirable to consumers but also
causes serious consequences for the marine environment.
The natural ocean ecosystem is disrupted, ultimately threatening many non-fished marine species as their natural food
supply is removed. Sea lions, fur seals, and otters, as well as
many types of bird are examples of other species that have
been placed at risk as a result of overfishing. Removing excessive quantities of specific species has been shown to place
the marine ecosystem as a whole at risk of collapse.
One example occurred in the Chesapeake Bay
when overfishing and other environmental toxins depleted

the oysters. These filter feeders play an important role in balancing the most abundant ocean plant, microscopic algae.
The Chesapeake Bay now has an estimated 1% of the former
amount of oysters. The lack of algae caused a disruption
of the oxygen balance, which has resulted in life-depleted
areas known as dead zones. The Chesapeake Bay’s “dead
zone” now stretches for hundreds of square miles during the
summer.
Hundreds of thousands of whales, dolphins, turtles,
sharks and other species are dying from entanglement in
fishing gear such as nets. This destruction of marine animals
is known as bycatch. One of the papers submitted to the
International Whaling Commission (IWC) 55th Annual meeting estimated the loss specifically within the cetacean family
(whales, dolphins and porpoises) to be between 200,000 to
400,000 drown each and every year or about 850 per day as
a result of bycatch killing.
Some species are already on the brink of extinction
as a result of bycatch. For example, in Mexico's Gulf of California, up to 15% of the critically endangered Vaquita porpoise population is killed every year in fishing nets. The current population, found nowhere else on earth, is estimated
at fewer than 600. (World Wildlife Federation, 2004, p. 5) Bycatch may also be jeopardizing the continued existence of
the loggerhead and leatherback sea turtles off the eastern
U.S. seaboard in the Atlantic. However, the problem is not
limited to the drowning of the air-breathing cetacean family. Some fishing techniques result in billions of pounds of fish
and other marine life being discarded each year. Unwanted
creatures are returned dead to the sea because they are
undersized or unwanted. Worldwide, it is estimated that fishermen discarded about 25% of the total catch during the
1980's and in the early 1990's. This adds up to about 60 billion
pounds each year!
Popular species such as cod have plummeted from
the North Sea to Georges Bank off New England. In the Mediterranean, 12 species of shark are commercially extinct. Tens
of millions of sharks are killed each year, finned alive for sharkfin soup and allowed to sink to the bottom to die. With many
Northern Hemisphere waters fished out, commercial fleets
have steamed south, overexploiting once teeming fishing
grounds. Off West Africa, poorly regulated fleets, both local
and foreign, are wiping out fish stocks from the productive
waters of the continental shelf, depriving subsistence fishermen in Senegal, Ghana, Guinea, Angola, and other countries of their families' main source of protein. In
Asia, so many boats have fished the waters of the
Gulf of Thailand and the Java Sea that stocks are
close to exhaustion. We are at a critical time in
history when if we don’t stop overfishing we will
lose much of the life that remains in the sea.
Overfishing impacts not only the natural
balance and health of our ocean but has also
resulted in great financial loss. The ability of the
ocean to produce fish is of vital importance to
an estimated 200 million people worldwide as
they depend upon the ocean for jobs and for
food. According to the United Nations, one in every five humans depends on fish as the primary
source of protein. (United Nations, 2004) The fishing industry, governments, environmental scientists as well as consumers must all work together
to learn how to stop destructive fishing and restore depleted fisheries. Properly managed, our
oceans can continue to produce an abundant
supply of fish indefinitely. Marine reserves have
been one very effective potential solution to the

overfishing problem. Yet
with all viable solutions we
cannot seem to accept
them till it is too late. We
all share the oceans, they
are not the property of
countries or corporations,
and if we are to preserve
the ocean’s bounty we all
have to agree to respect
and create vast marine
reserves. Easier said than
done. Japan still hunts
and murders whales and
dolphins. In many undeveloped countries dynamite fishing, cyanide fishing, and bottom trawling methods
are still practiced. Trawling accounts for over 50 percent of
the estimated discards (bycatch), while representing about
22 percent of total landings. Tropical shrimp trawls have the
highest discard rate and account for over 27 percent of the
total estimated discards. Among shrimp trawls, 62 percent of
the catch is discarded.
There are one billion people mostly poor that rely
on fish as their only source of protein. What will on sixth of
the world’s population eat when the fish are gone? Seafood
caught in oceans is wildlife. We cannot decimate wildlife on
a massive scale without changing the entire ecosystem. This
creates a domino effect resulting in ecological devastation.
The ocean is not this vast unlimited resource that we once
thought it to be. We have to change our mentality of “what
happens under the waves is out of sight and out of mind”.
We need to limit the number of boats that can pursue fish,
setting tough quotas and enforcing them.
The world must begin viewing the creatures that inhabit the sea much as it looks at wildlife on land, deserving of
protection, and hopefully our children will have the pleasure
of dining on seafood and playing with sea life.

The World’s Fisheries
* Overexploited
24% * Depleated
* Recovering
52% * Fully Exploited

Save Our Seas International Clean Oceans Conference
Saturday June 9 & 10th , 2007 at the Princeville Resort Ballroom!
SOS Hawai’i Oceans Day proclaimed by Governor Ben Cayetano
2007 is the 10th Anniversary of the first Reef Check in the world.

www.saveourseas.org

Theme: “Commitment to Action and Positive Change”
“Sustainability and Participatory Action, Then and Now” Ecological footprints, and sustainable futures.
Proactive Solutions from top experts. Successful Marine Projects; How to do more & Where to Start or join.
A time for meeting of the non-profit, business, state and federal communities to celebrate partnerships and build new bridges that
increase sustainable island values. Speakers are Dr. Sylvia Earle, Dr. John Mitchell, Dr. Carlos Andrade, Dr. Carl Berg, Dr. Chip
Fletcher, Dr. Randall Kosaki, Dr. Katherine Chaston, Dr. Lyn McNutt. Sylvia Earle is an oceanographer. In 1990 she was appointed as
Chief Scientist of NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) where she served until 1992. She has a B.S. from Florida
State University, M.S. and Ph.D. from Duke University, and 15 honorary degrees. She has authored more than 150 scientific, technical,
and popular publications, lectured in more than 60 countries, and appeared in hundreds of television productions. Earle has led more
than 60 expeditions and logged more than 6,000 hours underwater, including leading the first team of women aquanauts during the
Tektite Project in 1970 and setting a record for solo diving to a depth of 1,000 meters. Her research concerns marine ecosystems with
special reference to exploration and the development and use of new technologies for access and effective operations in the deep sea
and other remote environments.
1997, the first International Year of the Reef, was an awareness building year. The 2007 Clean Oceans Conference supports The International Coral Reef Initiative with their choice of 2008 as the International Year of the Reef.
June 8th is International World Oceans Day. The past Clean Oceans Conferences have received letters of support from President Bill
Clinton, Governor Cayetano, Hawai’i state Representatives, Senators, Congress, and all the county mayors.
This year marks the 10th anniversary of the first ever Reef Check in the world. Reef Check is a volunteer, ocean conservation organization designed to save coral reefs globally and temperate reefs in California. Reef Check is active in over 82 countries and territories
throughout the world. At the International Clean Oceans Conference there will be top marine scientists, celebrities and musicians to
promote positive proactive solutions for the crisis happening to our world ocean.
June 9th Schedule:
10 year anniversary Reef Check in front of the Princeville hotel (Pu’u Poa), followed by student and community presentations with guest
speakers, then Howard Hall’s IMAX movie “Island of the Sharks”. The evening lineup includes guest speakers with a special presentation
from Reef Check, a silent auction, Sylvia Earle book signing, Teri Tico: Global warming on the Antarctic ice shelves and how the melting
ice shelves are influencing rising sea levels in Hawaii.
LIVE MUSIC – Featuring: Kenny Emerson, Michael Ruff and special guests
All local non profits are invited to come and be present.
Sponsors: Capt. Andy’s, Earth Surge; GeckoLine USA, Solar Plus, Amakua Video, The Copper Man; Sustain Kaua’i, Kaua’i Springs

Genetic Experiments
Trust Your Instincts

In March of 1989, hundreds of thousands of banded
stilts, a common wading bird of Australia, suddenly took flight,
left their normal habitats among the briny coastal lagoons,
and headed for what would soon become a few small islands in the ordinarily dry interior lakes. Shortly after they began their thousand mile journey, heavy rains began to fall in
the interior. A few days after their arrival, the lakes filled with
water and the stilts began breeding.
On December 26, 2004, a deadly tsunami caused by a
massive earthquake off the coast of Sumatra killed nearly
300,000 people. And yet, on lands heavily populated by wild
animals virtually no animal corpses were found. Somehow,
the elephants, monkeys, leopards, sloth bears, wild boars,
mongoose, civets, deer, and so on, all sensed the oncoming
disaster and evacuated to higher ground in plenty of time.
For years, an Iowa farmer had fed squirrels throughout the
winter months by placing corncobs on feeders. One year he
decided to see if the squirrels had a preference for genetically modified Bt corn or natural corn. He put natural corn
in one feeder and the gmo Bt corn in another feeder about
twenty feet distant. The squirrels ate all the corn off the natural cobs but didn’t touch the gmo’s. The farmer refilled the
feeder with more natural corn and once again it was soon
gone. The gmo corncobs remained untouched.
Wondering what would happen if the gmo corn were the
squirrels’ only choice, he did not refill the natural corn feeder.
Despite the coldest days of winter the squirrels left the gmo
corn untouched for ten days. Finally, they nibbled about an
inch off the top of the ear. Feeling sorry for the squirrels, he
once again put natural corn on the other feeder and they
resumed eating it immediately.
In Minnesota a bull elk took up residence in some fields of
organic corn and soybeans. The neighboring farm grew the
same crops, only theirs were genetically modified varieties.
Although the elk had easy access to the neighbor’s farm, he
never touched their crops. This very same phenomenon has
been
observed of deer and raccoons in other locations.
In Holland, two piles of corn were placed in a mice infested
barn. One pile was natural corn; the second was genetically
modified. The mice ate all of the natural corn. They did not
touch the genetically modified corn.
In Illinois, a soybean grower was visited every year by a
flock of geese who rested in a nearby pond. Every year
they invaded his fields
and ate their fill. One
year this grower planted
half of his field in natural soybeans and half
in genetically modified
“Roundup Ready” soybeans. The geese ate
only from the side with
the natural soybeans,
leaving a clearly visible
line in the field which
corresponded exactly
with what was and what
wasn’t genetically modified.
When Al Gore was
campaigning for presi-

dent in 2000, he spoke with a group of midwest farmers.
They asked him if he thought that genetically modified foods
should be labeled. Gore responded with the often sited pronouncement of the federal regulatory bodies that “there is
no difference between genetically modified food and natural food.” At least a dozen farmers raised their hands to tell
Gore stories of their cattle refusing to eat genetically modified corn.
Who is surprised to learn that animals are generally more
perceptive than federal bureaucrats? Why is it that our federal Food and Drug Administration declared that genetically
modified crops were “substantially equivalent” to the crops
they resembled and were therefore safe, when every wild
and barnyard animal knew better? This question answers
itself when it is known that since the presidency of George
Bush I, the federal regulatory agencies charged with overseeing genetically modified crops have been headed by executives or attorneys of the very same corporations that sell
genetically modified seed.
In Kauai and the other Hawaiian Islands, these same corporations conduct open field tests of hundreds of different
gmo’s. GMO’s—genetically modified organisms—are plants
which have been altered at the genetic level; that is, their
DNA has been changed by technicians who have forcibly
injected it with pieces of DNA from other, often unrelated
plants, or even with pieces of DNA from animals or bacteria.
DNA is the code within each cell of every organism that
tells that organism what it is to become: monkey, man, broccoli, mushroom; male, female, brown, green, scaled, thorny,
etc.. Despite the fact that every living organism has its own
unique DNA, the DNA of a human being is remarkably similar
to that of any other organism that has ever inhabited earth.
Fossils have shown that DNA of today is virtually identical to
the DNA of this planet’s first lifeforms. DNA is the very, very,
very subtle code, that is sometimes called the language of
life. (In the beginning was the Word.) Apparently, GMO’s
are babel to the sensitive ears of most of God’s creatures.
In 2003, the Norwegian Institute for Gene Ecology documented through blood tests, that residents of Mindanao in
the Philippines, had suffered severe reactions—respiratory, intestinal and skin problems, and fever—from inhaling the pollen of corn that had been genetically modified to contain a
Bt toxin. There are literally thousands of acres of land in the
Hawaiian Islands which have been set aside for open field
tests of experimental gmo crops, many of which are Bt corn,
all of which make pollen.
The anecdotes about animals and gmo’s were compiled by Jeffrey Smith and published in Seeds of Deception.
Go to www.seedsofdeception.com

The Battle Continues...
The constant battle against GMO continued in 2006, with
the threat of genetically modified taro. Essentially naysayers feared that UH would be at liberty to uproot fields of the
resilient, low maintenance crop that has long been a sacred
staple to the Hawaiian diet. Furthermore, they argued that
because farmers have crossbred crops for centuries and taro
often crossbreeds itself it would be impossible to positively
identify one strain from another. The debate hit home on
Kauai where 65 percent of Hawaii’s taro is grown.
GMO opponents entered in the scene when the UH scenario
become reminiscent of when the seed giant Monsanto filed
hundreds of lawsuits against farmers over patented corn.
The GMO drama did not end there, in November 2006 a Syngenta field sprayed with herbicides next to the campus of
Waimea Canyon Elementary school, sent several students
home and many more to the infirmary. The official spin was
that the pungent odors were from a wild spider flower, commonly called stinkweed. Many have their doubts and still
blame the untested experimental top secret GMO crops and
herbicides.
The multinational corporations that dominate the
genetic engineering industry have made a home for themselves here on the Garden Island. DuPont/Pioneer, Monsanto,
Sygnenta and others have selected the state of Hawaii (and
Kauai in particular) as the place to conduct some of their
most experimental open-air field trials of genetically engineered crops. If you are concerned about the effects these
introduced species will have on our public health, our local
agricultural economy, and our fragile environment let our
“elected” officials know.

Kokua Kaua’i

A new CD with political songs that inspire conscious
thought. Enjoy the heartfelt plea of local musicians
uniting to save Kauai. All proceeds from this benefit
musical compilation CD go to the support of The
Coconut Wireless, Kauai’s Green Magazine
Featuring:
Human - Monsanto (Go Away!)
Millicent Cummings - Moloka’i Blues
Enuf Already - Superferry Blues
Sashamon - Herbal Criminal
4-Word - No GMO
Manaka - Healing Times
The Omega Project - Greenharvest Man
Sasha Butterfly - Garden of Eden
Ben Bochner - Free When I Dream
Steve Okerlund - Time Travel
Scott Huckabay - Huckabay Jam
Kokua Kaua’i can be found at Papaya’s in
Kapa’a, Seven Seas Trading Co. in Nawiliwili,
and Earth & Sea Gallery in the Dragon
Building in Kapa’a

100% Organic Noni Juice
Noni juice has a legacy of healing in Polynesia and is referred to as “the mother of all
medicines.”
Traditional Polynesian cultures have used
the fruit of the Noni plant for over 2000
years for a variety of healing purposes.
Noni works as the cellular level to cause
cell revitalization and actually increases the
ability of cells within the body to absorb
and utilize nutrients such as vitamins and
minerals.
Scientific studies show Noni’s potential to
nutritionally regulate the immune system.
To order call 808-634-6812

ad rates:
1/16th page $100
1/8th page $200
1/4th page $300
1/2 page
$400
full page
$700
Outside Back Cover $1000
Help support alternative media and
The Coconut Wireless.
The Coconut Wireless is a quartely publication.
Advertisements and donations are welcome
contact: koa@encounterkauai.com
Need a room to rent, used car, or find
the local Qigong class? Try the Kauai
MuseLetter, where the Coconut Wireless
meets cyberspace. A place to enhance
your connection with the island community via email. Now numbering close to
1,000 participants. Free service.
Contact: kauaimuse@gmail.com

Keep Asking Why
our warring empire
“All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed, second it is violently opposed, and
third, it is accepted as self-evident.”
Arthur Schopenhauer, Philosopher, 1788-1860
Did you ever ask why? Are you a curious person who
likes to know why things happen? Then you just might want
to read this article. Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, the ancient Greek philosopher Socrates taught his students that the
pursuit of truth can only begin once they start to question
and analyze every belief that they ever held dear. If a certain
belief passes the tests of evidence, deduction, and logic, it
should be kept. If it doesn’t, the belief should not only be discarded, but the thinker must also then question why he was
led to believe the erroneous information in the first place. Not
surprisingly, this type of teaching didn’t sit well with the ruling elite of Greece. Many political leaders throughout history
have always sought to mislead the thinking of the masses.
Socrates was tried for “subversion” and for “corrupting the
youth”. He was then forced to take his own life by drinking
poison. It’s never easy being an independent thinker!
There are those among us who do have the courage and intellectual capacity to break free of the shackles
of lemminghood and accept the truth when it is presented in
a clear and logical sequence. To those open minded and independent thinkers I wish to state clearly and unequivocally:
denial is a basic psychological defense mechanism used to
not only shield ourselves from unpleasant realities, but also
to reassure ourselves that we will still fit within the acceptable range of opinion held by their peer group. Lemmings
are absolutely terrified at the thought of being labeled as an
“extremist” or a “conspiracy theorist”. At all costs, their beliefs
must always be on the “right” side of the issue and conform
within the boundaries of their lemming peers.
Have you ever asked yourself who are the real terrorists in these George Orwellian times?
I have a question for you. Do you think Osama Bin
Laden was behind the World Trade Center bombings in New
York on 9/11? Do you really think airplanes brought down the
buildings? If you answered yes to the above questions, my
friend, you have been brainwashed, duped, conned, hoodwinked, and bamboozled. The nation is waking up to the
horrible fact that the terrorist attack of 9/11 was a set up, a
false flag operation by our own government to put the population in a state of fear, an excuse to go to war. This is not an
opinion. Rather it is a collection of undeniable facts. War is an
evil thing, where innocent families are indiscriminately slaughtered. What’s behind it all? Oil, the earth’s most precious limited natural resource. Those
who control the oil, control
the world. If this information
is news to you, ask “why?”.
The media is controlled. TV,
newspapers, magazines, are
all censored, but now thanks
to alternative media and the
Internet the public is learning the truth. Still don’t want

Who is the puppet?

the protective bubble to pop?
Keep telling yourself everything
is fine, there is no greed, anger,
or death in the world. On Kauai
we tend to be isolated by geography from most political events,
but we are still vulnerable to
man’s greed and shortsightedness, allowing for tragedies like the Koloko Dam breach of
2006, where eight people were killed as a result of selfish decisions.
“The people can always be brought to the bidding
of the leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is tell them
they are being attacked, and denounce the peacemakers
for lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger.
It works the same in any country” (Nazi Reich Marshall Hermann Goering at the Nuremberg War Trials). I wonder in the
future if members of the Bush administration will be tried as
war criminals and held accountable for the wars and terrorism of today.
Please educate yourself for your own safety and the
well being of your community. I recommend the documentary “Loose Change” 2nd Edition. It is the most watched movie
on Google video, millions of concerned citizens are watching it and realizing the scary truth. This film shows direct and
undeniable connections between the attacks of September
11, 2001, and the United States government’s involvement in
these heinous crimes of terrorism.
Evidence is derived from news footage, scientific
fact, and most importantly, Americans who suffered through
that tragic day. Considerate it a duty to learn the truth. The
direct link is http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=8260059923762628848
Or www.loosechange911.com/
Another great documentary is Why We Fight. The
movie reveals poignant examples of the karma and ironies
enmeshed in the military industrial complex. The link is http://
www.sonyclassics.com/whywefight/. “Why We Fight” was
the winner of the Grand Jury Prize at the 2005 Sundance
Film Festival. Even the mainstream media of Entertainment
Weekly calls it “Nimble and brilliant. I defy anyone not to be
staggered by it.” I defy
anyone to believe our
own military did not
conduct the terrorist
attacks on 9/11, and is
bent on our continuing
war in Afghanistan and
Iraq for their own selfish
gains. I am not staggered by corporation’s
and
government’s
conquest. The love of
money is an age old
affliction. What amaz-

es me is that how the
public is led around like
sheep, dumbed down by
the system of education,
sickened by fast food,
mentally poisoned by
television, and suckered
into mindless consumerism. Another educational
movie is The Great Conspiracy. The 911 News.
Again you can find it on
Google. There is no shortage of information of
the subject, so do a little
homework, educate yourself.
How utterly absurd was the “official” reason why we
went to war with Iraq? Because Sadam Hussein had weapons of mass destruction? We later found out Iraq had none,
and that the current war is illegal and immoral, with weapons
of mass destruction just a spin job. Hindsight is 20/20 and the
fake terrorist attack of 9/11 is crystal clear. I am sorry to ruin
the illusion for us, but airplanes did not bring down the World
Trade Center. They were demolished on purpose with controlled explosives. Why? It’s simple really, it’s all about the
money. What is also clear is the United States of America is
an Empire, with 725 military bases in 134 countries. Yet who is
in control of our empire? War and destruction is now privatized, corporations control foreign policy as non elected officials and CEO’s make the major governmental discussions.
What do you mean “empire”, aren’t we a democracy? No.
A powerful country? Yes.
If we can open our minds enough to let the light
shine in and realize that our own government bombed and
fooled us on 9/11, then what other dastardly deeds are they
up to?
The majority of food that most americans eat is poisoned. Nearly two-thirds of adults in the United States are
overweight, and 30.5 percent are obese, according to data
from the 1999-2000 National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES). This is not by accident.
Aspartame is the technical name for the artificial
sweetners, NutraSweet, Equal, Spoonful, and Equal-Measure.
Aspartame is, by far, the most dangerous substance on the
market that is added to foods. We export it to more than
90 countries around the world in over 6000 products. Aspartame accounts for over 75 percent of the adverse reactions
to food additives reported to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Many of these reactions are very serious including seizures and death. A few of the 90 different documented symptoms caused by aspartame listed in the report

include: Headaches/
Migraines, Dizziness,
Seizures,
Nausea,
Weight gain, Depression, Fatigue, etc..
Some of the following
chronic illnesses can
be triggered or worsened by ingesting of
aspartame: Brain tumors, Multiple sclerosis
Epilepsy, Parkinson’s
Disease, Alzheimer’s,
Birth defects, etc...
Aspartame
is made up of aspartic acid, phenylalanine, and methanol.
Once ingested methanol turns into formaldehyde. Chronic
formaldehyde exposure at very low doses has been shown
to cause immune system and neurological damage and a
number of other serious health problems. This is not a scientific paper, but if you are using aspartame, go read one, it
might save your life.
If you would like to learn more about aspartame I
recommend the award winning documentary: SWEET MISERY: A POISONED WORLD. An informative web site is, www.
holisticmed.com/aspartame/.
Water is life and clean drinking water seems like a
right. People of Kauai can count their lucky stars that we
have clean water to drink. The present standard in America
is that drinking water can contain no more than 50 parts per
billion (ppb) of arsenic. Is not arsenic poisonous? They why
is it even allowed in drinking water? Bill Clinton decided to
reduce by the allowable level of arsenic from 50 ppb down
to 10 ppb. Why did selected President Bush suspend this rule
to keep arsenic at 50 ppb? Why did the US-led allied forces
deliberately destroy Iraq’s water supply during the Gulf War
- flagrantly breaking the Geneva Convention and causing
thousands of civilian deaths? Because it’s war and contaminating the water supply is an extremely effective way to subdue the enemy.
So what can we do in light that our government is
catering to big business and not the people? Can we make a
difference? Of course we can, strengthen our minds, we can
change the world if we so choose. The government is poisoning, weakening, and controlling the public through fear and
miss-information because the people have the true power.
There is power in numbers and knowledge is power. If we
unite and stand up, no government can oppress us. It might
take a while for a regime change of the federal government
but we can make effective changes in our local
community. When the
new condos are finished
in Kapa’a, and when
the Coco Palms is rebuilt,
Kapa’a and Wailua area
will be one big traffic jam,
just like Honolulu. It us up
to us to stop unplanned
development, vote in
some people who care
about quality of life, not
fattening their pockets.
Keep asking, “why?”

This Magic Moment
It was like many Maui mornings, the sun rose over Haleakala as we greeted our divers for the day’s charter. As my
captain and I explained the dive procedures, I noticed the
wind line moving into Molokini, a small, crescent-shaped island that harbors a large reef. I slid through the briefing, then
prompted my divers to gear up, careful to do everything right
so the divers would feel confident with me, the dive leader.
The dive went pretty close to how I had described it:
The garden eels performed their underwater ballet, the parrot fish grazed on the coral, and the ever-elusive male flame
wrasse flared their colors to defend their territory. Near the
last level of the dive, two couples in my group signaled they
were going to ascend. As luck would have it, the remaining
divers were two European brothers, who were obviously troubled by the idea of a “woman” dive master and had ignored
me for the entire dive.
The three of us caught the current and drifted along
the outside of the reef, slowly beginning our ascent until, far
below, something caught my eye. After a few moments, I
made out the white shoulder patches of a manta ray in
about one hundred and twenty feet of water.
Manta rays are one of my greatest loves, but very
little is known about them. They feed on plankton, which
makes them more delicate than an aquarium can handle.
They travel the oceans and are therefore a mystery.
Mantas can be identified by the distinctive pattern
on their belly, with no two rays alike. In 1992, I had been identifying the manta rays that were seen at Molokini and found
that some were known, but many more were sighted only
once, and then gone.
So there I was: a beautiful, very large ray beneath
me and my skeptical divers behind. I reminded myself that I
was still trying to win their confidence, and a bounce to see
this manta wouldn’t help my case. So I started calling through
my regulator, “Hey, come up and see me!” I had tried this before to attract the attention of whales and dolphins, who are
very chatty underwater and will come sometimes just to see
what the noise is about. My divers were just as puzzled by my
actions, but continued to try to ignore me.
There was another dive group ahead of us. The
leader, who was a friend of mine and knew me to be fairly
sane, stopped to see what I was doing. I kept calling to the
ray, and when she shifted in the water column, I took that
as a sign that she was curious. So I started waving my arms,

calling her up to me.
After a minute, she lifted away
from where she had
been riding the current and began to
make a wide circular glide until she was
closer to me. I kept watching as she slowly moved back and
forth, rising higher, until she was directly beneath the two Europeans and me. I looked at them and was pleased to see
them smiling. Now they liked me. After all, I could call up a
manta ray!
Looking back to the ray, I realized she was much bigger than what we were used to around Molokini - a good fifteen feet from wing tip to wing tip, and not a familiar-looking
ray. I had not seen this animal before. There was something
else odd about her. I just couldn’t figure out what it was.
Once my brain clicked in and I was able to concentrate, I saw deep V- shaped marks of her flesh missing from
her backside. Other marks ran up and down her body. At first
I thought a boat had hit her. As she came closer, now with
only ten feet separating us, I realized what was wrong.
She had fishing hooks embedded in her head by her
eye, with very thick fishing line running to her tail. She had
rolled with the line and was wrapped head to tail about five
or six times. The line had torn into her body at the back, and
those were the V-shaped chunks that were missing. I felt sick
and, for a moment, paralyzed. I knew wild animals in pain
would never tolerate a human to inflict more pain. But I had
to do something.
Forgetting about my air, my divers and where I was,
I went to the manta. I moved very slowly and talked to her
the whole time, like she was one of the horses I had grown up
with. When I touched her, her whole body quivered, like my
horse would. I put both of my hands on her, then my entire
body, talking to her the whole time. I knew that she could
knock me off at any time with one flick of her great wing.
When she had steadied, I took out the knife that I
carry on my inflator hose and lifted one of the lines. It was
tight and difficult to get my finger under, almost like a guitar
string. She shook, which told me to be gentle. It was obvious
that the slightest pressure was painful.
As I cut through the first line, it pulled into her wounds.
With one beat of her mighty wings, she dumped me and
bolted away. I figured that she was gone and was amazed
when she turned and came right back to me, gliding under
my body. I went to work. She seemed to know it would hurt,
and somehow, she also knew that I could help. Imagine the
intelligence of that creature, to come for help and to trust!
I cut through one line and into the next until she had
all she could take of me and would move away, only to return in a moment or two. I never chased her. I would never
chase any animal. I never grabbed her. I allowed her to be in
charge, and she always came back.
When all the lines were cut on top, on her next pass,
I went under her to pull the lines through the wounds at the
back of her body. The tissue had started to grow around them,
and they were difficult to get loose. I held myself against her
body, with my hand on her lower jaw. She held as motionless
as she could. When it was all loose, I let her go and watched
her swim in a circle. She could have gone then, and it would

have all fallen away.
She came back, and
I went back on top of
her. The fishing hooks
were still in her. One
was barely hanging
on, which I removed
easily. The other was
buried by her eye at
least two inches past
the barb. Carefully, I
began to take it out,
hoping I wasn’t damaging anything. She did open and close
her eye while I worked on her, and finally, it was out. I held
the hooks in one hand, while I gathered the fishing line in the
other hand, my weight on the manta.
I could have stayed there forever! I was totally oblivious to everything but that moment. I loved this manta. I was
so moved that she would allow me to do this to her. But reality came screaming down on me. With my air running out, I
reluctantly came to my senses and pushed myself away.
At first, she stayed below me. And then, when she
realized that she was free, she came to life like I never would
have imagined she could. I thought she was sick and weak,
since her mouth had been tied closed, and she hadn’t been
able to feed for however long the lines had been on her. I
thought wrong! With two beats of those powerful wings, she
rocketed along the wall of Molokini and then directly out to
sea!
I lost view of her and, remembering my divers, turned
to look for them. Remarkably, we hadn’t traveled very far.
My divers were right above me and had witnessed the whole
event, thankfully! No one would have believed me alone.
It seemed too amazing to have really happened. But as I
looked at the hooks and line in my hands and felt the torn
calluses from her rough skin, I knew that, yes, it really had
happened.
I kicked in the direction of my divers, whose eyes
were still wide from the encounter, only to have them signal
me to stop and turn around. Until this moment, the whole experience had been phenomenal, but I could explain it. Now,
the moment turned magical.
I turned and saw her slowly gliding toward me. With
barely an effort, she approached me and stopped, her wing
just touching my head. I looked into her round, dark eye, and
she looked deeply into me. I felt a rush of something that so
overpowered me, I have yet to find the words to describe it,
except a warm and loving flow of energy from her into me.
She stayed with me for a moment. I don’t know if it was a second or an hour. Then, as sweetly as she came back, she lifted
her wing over my head and was gone. A manta thank-you.
I hung in midwater, using the safety-stop excuse, and
tried to make sense of what I had experienced. Eventually,
collecting myself, I surfaced and was greeted by an ecstatic
group of divers and a curious captain. They all gave me time
to get my heart started and to begin to breathe.
Sadly, I have not seen her since that day, and I am
still looking. For the longest time, though my wetsuit was tattered and torn, I would not change it because I thought she
wouldn’t recognize me. I call to every manta I see, and they
almost always acknowledge me in some way. One day,
though, it will be her. She’ll hear me and pause, remembering the giant cleaner that she trusted to relieve her pain, and
she’ll come. At least that is how it happens in my dreams.

Dolphin Alert

In Hawaii we love to watch dolphins play in the
waves, spinning and flipping though the air. In
Japan they love to eat dolphins. Dolphins are
extremely intelligent and sentient beings. There
is a 2 minute video on the Internet of a Japanese
dolphin hunt and harvest found at: http://www.
glumbert.com/media/dolphin
It is very disturbing to watch these helpless dolphins being murdered, but please try to watch it
and educate yourself about what is happening
right now in Japan. Then e-mail a petition to stop
this outrageous barbaric behavior.
http://www.petitiononline.com/golfinho/petition.
html

SUBBAND
TECHNOLOGIES

Hear your music for the
first time
Together 4Front and Subband bring
you OSS 3D for OS X. OSS 3D
utilizes state of art DSP technology
allowing addition of bass spatialization, 3D surround and various other
real-time enhancements of the
sound played through your system.

www.subband.com
www.oss3d.com

Sea Shepherd Offers $25,000 Reward for Whalers Coordinates

New Zealand Air Force Spotted Japanese Whalers but Won’t Release Location
ABOARD THE FARLEY MOWAT, Southern Ocean –
Chris Carter, the New Zealand Minister for the Environment
knows where the Japanese whaling fleet is illegally slaughtering whales. But New Zealand is not sharing this information
with the public and especially not with anyone who wants
to defend and save whales. Why? Because the Japanese
have asked them not to. “This is like a Police Chief finding out
that a bank robbery is in progress but refusing to tell the his
officers which bank because the thieves asked him not to,”
said Captain Watson from the Sea Shepherd flagship, Farley
Mowat. In response, Sea Shepherd has offered a reward of
USD$25,000 for anyone who will provide them with coordinates which lead them successfully to the Japanese whaling
fleet.
The Royal New Zealand Air Force recently spotted
and videotaped the illegal Japanese whaling operations
while on patrol for illegal fishing operations in the Ross Sea.
According to Sea Shepherd, the illegal taking of commercially valuable Antarctic toothfish is a concern to New Zealand because they fish for the toothfish, but since New Zealand does not have a whaling industry, the Japanese are not
competition. The Japanese are, therefore, free to ruthlessly
slaughter whales in areas where third world fishing vessels are
seized and confiscated for similar illegal operations.
“Chris Carter seems to be taking his orders from Tokyo,” said Farley
Mowat crewmember Jaime Brown from
Dunedin, New Zealand. “There are New
Zealanders down here in hostile conditions trying to stop the illegal slaughter
of whales and our environment minister
is more worried about Japanese commercial interests. He will find that he
won’t be getting many votes from the land of the rising sun
and less from New Zealanders who care about whales.”
Two Sea Shepherd ships the Farley Mowat and the
Robert Hunter continue to patrol the remote waters of the
Antarctic Whale Sanctuary in search of Japanese pirate
whalers. “The position of the New Zealand government in
protecting the illegal interests of Japanese whalers is disappointing,” said Robert Hunter Engineer Willie Houtman of
Auckland. “While we risk our lives to defend whales in the
Sanctuary, Carter provides aid and comfort to the enemies
of the whales.”
The Sea Shepherd ships are not patrolling the Sanctuary to protest whaling. The
objective of the campaign
is to enforce international
conservation law against illegal whaling activities in
accordance with the principles established for intervention by non-governmental
organizations enshrined in
the United Nations World
Charter for Nature. The Society is hoping that someone will come forward and
offer them coordinates for
the accurate location of the
Japanese Whaling Fleet.
Established in 1977, Sea
Shepherd Conservation So-

ciety (SSCS) is an
International
nonprofit conservation
organization whose
mission is to end the
destruction of habitat and slaughter of
wildlife in the world’s oceans in order to conserve and protects ecosystems and species. Sea Shepherd uses innovative
direct-action tactics to investigate, document, and take action when necessary to expose and confront illegal activities
on the high seas. By safeguarding the biodiversity of our delicately-balanced ocean ecosystems, Sea Shepherd works to
ensure their survival for future generations. Founder and President Captain Paul Watson, also co-founder of Greenpeace
Foundation, is a renowned, respected leader in environmental issues. Visit www.seashepherd.org for more information.

Support true kuleana for the
Hawaii Superferry
Insist on an Independent Environmental Impact Study (EIS).
From the beginning, the Superferry has done everything in its power to
block an independent environmental impact study, saying an EIS would
“kill” the project. If the Superferry is truly “environmentally friendly,” why
is the company so afraid of an independent EIS? The time it would take to
make the report is minor compared to the damaging impact Superferry
operations could have.
Sperm Whales near the Canary Islands are killed by a high-speed superferrys.
This is the same type of vessel as the proposed Hawai’i superferry. Sperm
whale deaths in the region went from 1 every 2 years before high-speed
ferries, to approximately 7 per year after.
During Winter whale migration season, in day and night ferry operations,
with no use of radar, traveling at high speed (37 knots—about 43 mph)
in open Hawai’i ocean, and no propeller noise, it’s not a matter of if the
Superferry will hit whales and their calves and leave them broken to die,
but when and how often.
Should the ferry slow down or only operate outside those months? Baby
Humpback whales tend to swim above their mothers and just below
the surface. This is very common and makes the baby Humpback whales
especially vulnerable to being struck by one of the two sharp pontoons
of the Superferry which reach down 14 feet below the surface of the
water. The same risk applies for dolphins, smaller whale species, and the
sea turtle (honu). Support an independent Superferry EIS to protect our
intelligent migrating ohana of the sea.

In July 2007 the superferry will be here on
Kauai, we need to take action NOW!
Richard Hoeppner
Founder of the Superferry Impact Group
and President of People for the
Preservation of Kaua’i
richoep@aloha.net (808) 6391954

www.superferryimpact.com

Out of Advocacy
& Into Action
Lobbying and education is one way to accomplish a political
agenda. Although there has been significant and important
successes, on Kaua’i this has been too little, too slow. When
our representatives are unable or unwilling to take needed
actions. The next step is to displace them. If the progressive
Grassroots, Hawai’ian, and Sustainability groups unite in coalition of basic principles, our broadly overlapping agendas
could finally begin to move forward in a very positive direction - directly into office.
As the record amply shows on, the present political apparatus persists in pushing unsustainable attitudes and actions
on Kaua’i. Some of the political leaders, just don’t seem to
‘get it.’ Some represent interests that benefit from our enduring unbalanced state of affairs. Some may be too timid to
respond forcefully with the rapidly needed, or perhaps they
just lack imagination. And then there are the ones who do
‘get it’ but are basically alone, and do not have the critical
mass to push a sustainable progressive agenda through the
county governmental apparatus. This must change, or it will
be too late.
In the 2006 election cycle on Kaua’i, of all the ballot items
- including all the candidates for al the races federal, state,
county and OHA, and all the ballot measures, state constitutional questions, and county charter amendments , only two
contests had more than 20,000 voters engaged. Every person
or position that received more than 10,000 votes triumphed
- with many contests passing or being elected with far less
support. What does this mean? “10 Thousand” is plenny big
enough to be the ‘magic number’ to get something done
on Kaua’i.
The New Math: 10 Thousand votes.
On tiny Kaua’i, there are only 65,000 folks. As of 2006, less than
40,000 are registered, and less than 55% of them (~21,500)
actually voted. What do all these numbers mean? Simply
put, the democratic process on Kaua’i is human-scale. By
obtaining as few as 10,000 votes you can very likely find success in your effort. With the same 10,000 votes for each of the
4 council candidates and 1 mayoral candidate, this island is
locked down. In the last election cycle, only two county candidates received more than 10,000 votes. With such a small
population, grassroots democracy is actually feasible at the
county level.
Who might be suitable and
willing to step forward and
carry the responsibility of
this task? Perhaps you personally are not well suited to
sit through myriad staggeringly dull council meetings,
BUT, likely there are some
who are suited to this, and
you probably know them.
There will be much learning. There will be much
wrangling on planks and
platform, position and message crafting. Because we

are human, there will
be a heaping dose
of egos to deal with.
We gotta deal, and
then we gotta move
on. After all this, there
must be hard-headed
determinations
on
how to best:
1) bring in new votersMASSIVE, SUSTAINED VOTER REGISTRATION MUST BE A PART OF
THIS.
2) peel off a significant percentage of the existing voting
blocks to pull together 10k votes.
The New Math: 5 (4+1) Candidates = 1 Block
There are 7 positions on the county council. The math is simple
- 4 are needed for a majority. With 4 folks on the council who
not only ‘get it’ but are also ‘with it’ and 1 Mayor who is also
on board (4+1=5), the path is suddenly wide open for a tremendous backlog of untouched Progressive, Hawaiian, and
Sustainability issues to get done in a hurry. And frankly the
sooner, the better, because the window of opportunity on
Kaua’i is closing. Honestly, the sooner fundamental change
can begin, the less painful the transition will be. These 5 vetted
standard bearers should run not as individual personalities,
but as a mutually supporting block, pushing broad themes
that offer a comprehensive and compelling alternative to
the dead-end path we are on. Don’t vote the person - Vote
for a Pono Kaua’i.
Certainly a ‘Big Tent’ is part of the answer, as is the explicit running a block of candidates pushing broad themes, backed
by a coalition of grassroots Kaua’i Orgs. The block is critical.
To squeeze one or two charismatic ‘progressives’ into the
existing old-boy network might feel good, but will accomplish little. This will present an opportunity for posturing and
squawking, but will not provide the traction needed to bring
the important issues up and move them forward. Q: How
much more effective might JoAnne be if she had enough
green allies on the council to consistently achieve majorities
and pass legislation? A: Tons, Metric Tons.
The New Math: 2 Years - 2007, 2008
Like many things worthwhile, assembling this coalition will
take time. That is why we should start now. There are many
good groups doing good work on the island. However, these
groups are fairly
splintered,
and
typically forced
to react negatively to counter
this or that emergency
instead
of working proactively on a visionary long term
plan. If our groups
were
united,
we all would be
much stronger. If
progressive representatives were
in office enacting

policy instead of outside trying to lobby against idiocy, we
could be directing our energy that much more effectively.
There are elections every two years on Kaua’i. Instead of
waiting until only 6-8 months before the next cycle to get a
team and a plan in place, why not start at the beginning?
Spend the full 2 years preparing, coalition organizing, issues
and broad themes, knocking on doors in communities all
around the island, actually listening to the concerns of the
island residents, working these perspectives into 5 or 6 broad
thematic campaign components which are then hammered
away relentlessly on in the 8-6 months coming up to the 2008
elections... As one example, serious candidates for (federal)
office are now beginning their campaigns for fall ‘08 elections. In all likelihood, no one is even thinking of doing that yet
on Kaua’i for local elections. Start early, work steady, gather
momentum over time. Plant, water weed and tend. Harvest,
and bring to market. wash, rinse repeat.
Re-establish Kauai’s natural districts
Also important is the county charter - the organizational blueprint for basic county governance. In the past, this has been
open only every ten years for review, but as of the most recent election, the charter review committee will stay open
over the course of the next ten years. Strong ballot items that
go to the heart of a situation have a way of galvanizing and
activating the base - this leads invariably to greater voter
turnout. If chosen wisely, this can also become a unifying
goal and an underlying theme to a movement. Restoration
island-wide of the Ahupua’a system of land management
and district organization would be an excellent rallying point
that would bring together exactly the kind of coalition we
are seeking.
The march toward 10,000 votes, can not be done in one fell
swoop, it must be broken down into bite-sized pieces. Choosing the Ahupua’a (watershed) and Moku (district) as a first
and obtainable goal of gathering a couple thousand signatures would provide a key organization building opportunity.
The success of gathering the signatures will be a tangible
accomplishment, and provide a data base. One winnable
choice for a ballot item would be to restructure representation on the County Council based on the Ahupua’a and
Moku districts. This item nearly passed in the last election in
spite of the fact that it was weak worded, and no one was
actually pushing for it. A strong and clear Ahupua’a Districting proposal with a determined and wide-ranging grassroots
backing would almost certainly pass, and Kaua’i will be the
better for it.
Allies and Mentors
Critical
Finally, Allies and
Mentors will play
critical roles in the
success of this effort. For our own
sake, and Kaua’i’s,
we must not fail.
Just to be clear,
the goal of all this
effort is NOT to
slow or blunt enduring damage to
Kaua’i, NOR would
the point be merely to ‘save’ Kaua’i,
and keep further

damage from happening. We can do far more - the goal
should be RESTORATION. How far down this road of repair will
we get? No where if all we are trying to do is stay put.
We can keep doing nothing more than what we are already
doing - if we think doing more of the same might produce different results... OR we can try a different approach. If Hawaiians and Progressives can go into coalition together with a
serious plan, we can all move forward to make some positive
change on our island home. We can finally obtain traction,
and stop spinning the wheels. Do we want to be more effective and successful in our efforts to protect, preserve and
restore the vitality of this ‘aina and allow a diverse and sustainable future to flourish on Kaua’i? Or do we just want to
give that lip service. I think you know the answer - Let’s make
this happen.

The Best Hawaii Vacation Ever

A revolutionary way to plan your Hawaiian vacation.
www.besthawaiivacationever.com, is a pay-by-pixel site

that provides resources for planning an unforgettable Hawaii vacation.
What makes the besthawaiivacationever.com unique is that it is location
specific. It is area-based advertising that targets specific consumers to
directly impact revenue. A first time visitor to Hawaii will find the best
activities and services. About 6.5 million people visit Hawaii each year
with 3 out of 5 visitors planning part of their trip on the Internet. www.
besthawaiivacationever.com hopes to provide the one-stop resource for
a trip to paradise.
Today’s marketing environment is changing with the effectiveness of Internet advertising increasing significantly. The goal of www.
besthawaiivacationever.com is to help small local businesses establish a presence on the internet with Kauai businesses receiving a 50%
discount rate on advertising. With a plethora of Hawaii sites, www.
besthawaiivacationever.com is the perfect way to consolidate information and advertising on one page.
5% of all proceeds go to Save Our Seas, a Hawaiian non-profit
dedicated to preserving our oceans. SOS incorporates science, public
awareness, and the sustainable management of resources. As stewards of
our sea, we all share a responsibility to Preserve, Protect and Restore the
sea for future generations.

www.besthawaiivacationever.com
koa@besthawaiivacationever.com

Sandalwood Properties
Looking for Real Estate?
Let Doug Bryant find the house of your
dreams.
Doug Bryant (888) 883-6284
Many thanks to:

Trashed

Across the Pacific Ocean, plastics, plastics, everywhere.
It was on our way home, after finishing the Los Angeles-to-Hawaii sail race known as the Transpac, that my crew
and I first caught sight of the trash, floating in one of the most
remote regions of all the oceans. I had entered my cutterrigged research vessel, Alguita, an aluminum-hulled catamaran, in the race to test a new mast. Although Alguita was built
for research trawling, she was also a smart sailor, and she fit
into the “cruising class” of boats that regularly enter the race.
We did well, hitting a top speed of twenty knots under sail
and winning a trophy for finishing in third place.
Throughout the race our strategy, like that of every
other boat in the race, had been mainly to avoid the North
Pacific subtropical gyre—the great high-pressure system in the
central Pacific Ocean that, most of the time, is centered just
north of the racecourse and halfway between Hawaii and
the mainland. But after our success with the race we were
feeling mellow and unhurried, and our vessel was equipped
with auxiliary twin diesels and carried an extra supply of fuel.
So on the way back to our home port in Long Beach, California, we decided to take a shortcut through the gyre, which
few seafarers ever cross. Fishermen shun it because its waters lack the nutrients to support an abundant catch. Sailors
dodge it because it lacks the wind to propel their sailboats.
I often struggle to find words that will communicate
the vastness of the Pacific Ocean to people who have never
been to sea. Day after day, Alguita was the only vehicle on
a highway without landmarks, stretching from horizon to horizon. Yet as I gazed from the deck at the surface of what
ought to have been a pristine ocean, I was confronted, as far
as the eye could see, with the sight of plastic.
It seemed unbelievable, but I never found a clear
spot. In the week it took to cross the subtropical high, no matter what time of day I looked, plastic debris was floating everywhere: bottles, bottle caps, wrappers, fragments. Months
later, after I discussed what I had seen with the oceanographer Curtis Ebbesmeyer, perhaps the world’s leading expert
on flotsam, he began referring to the area as the “eastern
garbage patch.” But “patch” doesn’t begin to convey the
reality. Ebbesmeyer has estimated that the area, nearly covered with floating plastic debris, is roughly the size of Texas.
My interest in marine debris did not begin with my
crossing of the North Pacific subtropical gyre. Voyaging in the
Pacific has been part of my life since earliest childhood. In fifty-odd years as a deckhand, stock tender, able seaman, and
now captain, I became increasingly alarmed by the growth
in plastic debris I was seeing. But the floating plastics in the
gyre galvanized my interest.
I did a quick calculation, estimating the debris at half
a pound for every hundred square meters of sea surface.
Multiplied by the circular area defined by our roughly thou-

sand-mile course through the gyre, the weight of the debris
was about 3 million tons, comparable to a year’s deposition
at Puente Hills, Los Angeles’s largest landfill. I resolved to return someday to test my alarming estimate.
Historically, the kind of drastic accumulation I encountered is a brand-new kind of despoilment. Trash has always been tossed into the seas, but it has been broken down
in a fairly short time into carbon dioxide and water by marine
microorganisms. Now, however, in the quest for lightweight
but durable means of storing goods, we have created a
class of products—plastics—that defeat even the most creative and voracious bacteria.
Unlike many discarded materials, most plastics in
common use do not biodegrade. Instead they “photodegrade,” a process whereby sunlight breaks them into progressively smaller pieces, all of which are still plastic polymers. In
fact, the degradation eventually yields individual molecules
of plastic, but these are still too tough for most anything—
even such indiscriminate consumers as bacteria—to digest.
And for the past fifty years or so, plastics that have made their
way into the Pacific Ocean have been fragmenting and accumulating as a kind of swirling sewer in the North Pacific subtropical gyre.
It surprised me that the debris problem in the gyre
had not already been looked at more closely by the scientific community. In fact, only recently—starting in the early
1990s—has the scientific community begun to focus attention on the trash in the gyre. One of the first investigators to
study the problem was W. James Ingraham Jr., an oceanographer at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in Seattle. Ingraham’s Ocean Surface Current
Simulator (OSCURS) predicts that objects reaching this area
might revolve around in it for sixteen years or more.
What exist in the gyres is a great variety of filterfeeding organisms that prey on the ever-renewed crop of
tiny plants, or phytoplankton. Each day the phytoplankton
grow in the sunlit part of the water, and each night they are
consumed by the filter feeders, a fantastic array of alienlooking animals called zooplankton. The zooplankton include
chordate jellyfishes known as “salps,” which are among the
fastest-growing multicellular organisms on the planet. By fashioning their bodies into pulsating tubes, the salps are able,
each day, to filter half the water column they inhabit, drawing out the phytoplankton and smaller zooplankton for food.
But salps are gelatinous creatures with a low biomass, and
so there is no market for them, either. Hence the realm they
dominate, one of the largest uniform habitats on the planet,
remains unexploited and largely unexplored.
		
Entanglement and indigestion, however,
are not the worst problems caused by the ubiquitous plastic
pollution. Hideshige Takada, an environmental geochemist
at Tokyo University, and his colleagues have discovered that
floating plastic fragments accumulate hydrophobic—that is,
non- water-soluble—toxic chemicals. Plastic polymers, it turns
out, are sponges for DDT, PCBs, and other oily pollutants. The
Japanese investigators found that plastic resin pellets concentrate such poisons to levels as high as a million times their
concentrations in the water as free-floating substances.
The potential scope of the problem is staggering. Every year some 5.5 quadrillion (5.5x1015) plastic pellets—about
250 billion pounds of them—are produced worldwide for use
in the manufacture of plastic products. When those pellets or

products degrade, break into fragments, and disperse, the
pieces may also become concentrators and transporters of
toxic chemicals in the marine environment. Thus an astronomical number of vectors for some of the most toxic pollutants
known are being released into an ecosystem dominated by
the most efficient natural vacuum cleaners nature ever invented: the jellies and salps living in the ocean. After those
organisms ingest the toxins, they are eaten in turn by fish, and
so the poisons pass into the food web that leads, in some
cases, to human beings. Farmers can grow pesticide-free organic produce, but can nature still produce a pollutant-free
organic fish? After what I have seen firsthand in the Pacific, I
have my doubts.
Many people have seen photographs of seals
trapped in nets or choked by plastic six-pack rings, or sea
turtles feeding on plastic shopping bags, but the poster child
for the consumption of pelagic plastic debris has to be the
Laysan albatross. The plastic gadgets one typically finds in
the stomach of the bird—whose range encompasses the remote, virtually uninhabited region around the northwest Hawaiian Islands—could stock the checkout counter at a convenience store. My analysis of the stomach contents of birds
from two colonies of Laysan albatrosses that nest and feed in
divergent areas of the North Pacific show differences in the
types of plastic they eat. I believe those differences reveal
something about the way plastic is transported and breaks
down in the ocean.
The subtropical gyres of the world are part of the
deep ocean realm, whose ability to absorb, hide, and recycle refuse has long been seen as limitless. That ecologically
sound image, however, was born in an era devoid of petroleum-based plastic polymers. Yet the many benefits of modern society’s productivity have made nearly all of us hopelessly, and to a large degree rationally, addicted to plastic.
Many, if not most, of the products we use daily contain or are
contained by plastic. Plastic wraps, packaging, and even
clothing defeat air and moisture and so defeat bacterial and
oxidative decay. Plastic is ubiquitous precisely because it is
so good at preventing nature from robbing us of our hardearned goods through incessant decay.

But the plastic polymers commonly used in consumer products, even as single molecules of plastic, are indigestible by
any known organism. Even those single molecules must be
further degraded by sunlight or slow oxidative breakdown
before their constituents can be recycled into the building
blocks of life. There is no data on how long such recycling
takes in the ocean—some ecologists have made estimates
of 500 years or more. Even more ominously, no one knows the
ultimate consequences of the worldwide dispersion of plastic
fragments that can concentrate the toxic chemicals already
present in the world’s oceans.
And the scale of the phenomenon is astounding. I
now believe plastic debris to be the most common surface
feature of the world’s oceans. Because 40 percent of the
oceans are classified as subtropical gyres, a fourth of the
planet’s surface area has become an accumulator of floating plastic debris. What can be done with this new class of
products made specifically to defeat natural recycling? How
can the dictum “In ecosystems, everything is used” be made
to work with plastic?

New Report Details Status of Coral Reefs Worldwide
Twenty per cent of coral reefs worldwide have been effectively destroyed and show no immediate prospects for recovery. Twenty-four percent of the world’s reefs are under imminent risk of collapse through human pressures, and a further
26% are under longer-term threat of collapse. Coral reefs in the Caribbean are undergoing major declines, with coral cover
on many Caribbean reefs having declined by up to 80%. These are among the findings of Status of Coral Reefs 2004, compiled
by more than 240 contributors from 98 countries and published by the multinational Global Coral Reef Monitoring Network
(GCRMN).
The report identifies the “top ten” threats to coral reefs, in three major areas:
Global Change Threats
o
Coral bleaching, caused by elevated sea surface temperatures due to global climate change;
o
Rising levels of CO2, causingdecreased calcification rates in coral reef organisms;
o
Increases in diseases and plagues of coral predators;
Direct Human Pressures
o
Over-fishing;
o
Sediments from poor land use, deforestation, and dredging;
o
Nutrients and chemical pollution;
o
Development of coastal areas;
The Human Dimension – Governance, Awareness and Political Will
o
Rising poverty, increasing populations, and “alienation from the land”;
o
Poor capacity for management and lack of resources;
o
Lack of political will.
Not all news is bad. Reefs continue to be in relatively good condition in the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden, as well as in
much of the South Pacific, and there has been significant (if patchy) reef recovery in East Africa. There has been a growing
awareness of the need for coral protection and of the steps that are required to bring that protection to fruition. The world’s
largest reef, the Great Barrier Reef, has seen an increase in the amount of no-take areas from 5% to 33%. Even so, overall the
forecast is not rosy. There are few encouraging signs for reefs in the high biodiversity areas of Southeast Asia and the Indian
Ocean, where human pressures on coral reefs continue to increase. Although reefs in the American Caribbean appear to have
stabilized after massive losses in the 1980s and 1990s, this stabilization is at much lower levels of coral cover and “therefore, there
is little reason for optimism.”
The report concludes with a series of recommendations for necessary action to conserve coral reefs. These recommendations focus on:
o

Reducing and, where possible, removing the direct pressures on coral reefs through integrated catch			
ment and coastal management to minimize the in flow of polluting sediments and nutrients into reef 			
waters;

o

Managing coral reef fisheries in an attempt to make them sustainable and prohibit damaging fishing 			
practices;

o

Improving fisheries yields by protecting breeding 		
stocks in no-take Marine Protected Areas (MPAs),
protecting spawning sites, and also in selec		
tive breeding programs to satisfy the Asian 		
restaurant market for live reef fish;

o

Involving local communities in the design and man
agement of MPAs and enforcement of regulations;

o

Developing networks of MPAs that are larger, con		
tain the most resistant and resilient coral and other
organism populations, and are connected to ensur
a free transfer of new larvae to restock the reefs and
repair damage;

o

Acting locally and globally to reduce the emissions
of greenhouse gases that are driving global climate
change inexorably toward massive destruction of
coral reefs and the possible extinction of many coral
reef species.

Eco-Roundtable and Sustainability Meeting
The second Eco-Roundtable and Sustainability meeting was held on May 8th at the War Memorial in Lihue. It was an
impressive showing of solidarity and community minded organizations that are working hard to make Kauai a better place to
live. Over 100 people were in attendance representing 35 organizations. There were even members of the county council and
planning Department asking for help in implementing environmental concerns. Each group was allowed 2.5 minutes to briefly
sum up their organization, mention any hot items or current goals and put out a wish, need or request. The next Kauai EcoRoundtable will be on Tuesday, August 14th, 2007 6:00 PM to 8:30 PM at the Peace & Freedom Hall/ War Memorial Convention
Hall in Lihu’e. Please attend.
Some of the organizations that attended the Eco-Roundtable were:

1000 Friends of Kauai

One of the original environmental non-profits with 23 years of making a difference, Hawaii’s Thousand Friends is dedicated
to ensuring that growth is reasonable and responsible. They are committed to appropriate planning, management and land
use decisions implemented in conformity with the law which protect the environment, human health and cultural and natural
resources. www.hawaiis1000friends.org 808-262-0682 hft@lava.net

Apollo Kauai

The mission of Apollo Kaua‘i is to promote energy efficiency and conservation and the use of appropriate renewable energy
resources at the local and state levels through education, advocacy, demonstration and legislation to improve sustainability,
livability and prosperity on Kaua‘i. Since the late 1960s, Hawaii has relied on oil to meet roughly 90 percent of its energy demand. With peak oil upon us we need to change this. Apollo Kauai is hosting a Kauai Sustainability Solutions Conference on
October 12, 13 & 14th, 2007 at KCC. They will invite prominent national speakers, to tell us about the best alternative energy
practices, and draw the attention of our political and governmental decision-makers, landowners, business owners, educators,
and all Island stakeholders, together with ordinary concerned citizens. Help Apollo Kauai break our dependence on oil, please
contact Ben Sullivan at ben.sullivan@hawaiiantel.net 822-3334 and visit the web site www.apollokauai.org

The Friends of Kamalani and Lydgate Park

This is a volunteer group of Kauai residents involved in creating the Best Beach Park in the State of Hawaii. The Kamalani
Playground is an on-going community project supported and maintained by The Friends of Kamalani and Lydgate Park. The
Friends came together to design, build and maintain a children’s playground, an interactive bridge, and a pavilion. Two and
a half miles of bike and walking paths significantly enhance Lydgate Park in Kapa’a.
They are always looking for volunteers, and if you have keiki you know how special a playground can be. www.kamalani.org

GMO Free Kaua’i

You have seen the bumper stickers, now help the cause. GMO’s are dangerous and are not sustainable. Let’s get them out
of Kauai and end the plantation mentality. You would think the gassing of Waimea Elementary School would be enough, yet
the GMO’s are spreading, taking over more acreage. This is a critical issue that can affect us all, some folks even suspect GMO
crops for the mass destruction of honeybees. Why are we letting this unethical experiment go on? www.higean.org/index.
html

The Green Party

The corporate agenda of "greed is good" has legitimized profit taking at the expense of our common wealth. Global imperialism continues to rear its ugly head pillaging the world’s wealth with no concern for the communities that are destroyed in the
process. The people of Hawaii are weary of corruption and injustice. The land and the waters of these islands are weary of
abuse. The Green Party of Hawaii stands against these destructive trends. They stand for rational policies that empower our
citizens and sustain the islands' natural environments. www.greenhawaii.org

Hanalei Watershed Hui

This is a 501(c)(3) non-profit environmental organization that strives to care for the Ahupua'a of Hanalei, Waioli, Waipa, and Waikoko guided by Hawaiian and other principles of sustainability and stewardship, integrity and balance, cooperation and aloha, cultural equity and mutual respect. Everyone who as been to Hanalei knows how special a place it is. Hanalei Watershed
Hui needs volunteers so please contact them at Hanalei Watershed Hui 5299C Kuhio Highway Hanalei   mailing address: Post
Office Box 1285 Hanalei, Hawaii 96714 phone: (808) 826-1985 www.hanaleiwatershedhui.org/index.html

Hawaii Organic Farmers Association

Hawaii has a long history of feeding her people with an abundance of wholesome, organically grown food. Only in the past
century has self-sustaining agriculture been replaced by chemically based monoculture and the importation of basic foods.
Now, in these changing times Hawaii's farmers, and her organic farmers in particular, are again looking to supply a great
variety of foods from land and sea to meet the local needs of an expanding health conscious population. Hawaii Organic
Farmers Association (HOFA) was formed in September 1993 in response to the federally mandated Organic Food Production
Act (OFPA) of1990. The purpose of OFPA is to set consistent organic production standards nationwide and to boost consumer
confidence in food claimed to be "organically grown." Soon any produce in the USA claiming to be "organic" must be certified.

What is HOFA? Hawaii Organic Farmers Association (HOFA) is a non-profit membership organization that administers organic
certification in the State of Hawaii. HOFA promotes organic and sustainable agriculture through research, education, and by
providing organic certification services in compliance with the Federal Organic Rule enacted in 2000. To find out more about
HOFA contact Patti Valentine pattiv@myway.com 652-0433 www.hawaiiorganicfarmers.org

In Dis Life

“In Dis Life” is a very much needed, one-year minimum “ICE” epidemic treatment and rehabilitation ranch facility for selfsufficient adolescents. Dedicated to Israel "Bruddah Iz" Kamakawiwoʻole, “In Dis Life” was organized, established, and developed to help in the complete eradication of “ICE” (crystal meth) in Kauai. “ICE” is an epidemic on Kauai destroying families
and our community. We all need to come together to evaluate and eliminate this problem once and for all. Please contact
Glenn K Kapahu PO Box 690232 Makaweli HI 96769 808-338-1434 or 808-634-2101 gkapahu@yahoo.com or gkapahu@hawaii.edu

Island Breath

Ea O Ka Aina: dedicated to Peace • Justice • Environment • Health • Art • Love Our goal is a self-supporting sustainable Hawaiian community based on the love of nature. www.islandbreath.org is an impressive resource for supporting a sustainable
future on Kauai. They have a plethora of educational articles that are a must read for the environmentally conscious Kauaian.
Juan Wilson@EarthLink.net

KAHEA (did not attend the meeting but hopefully will in August)

Kahea is a network of activists throughout the five main Hawaiian Islands. They address critical issues within our communities
and 'ahupua'a (geographic and cultural demarcation from the uppermost land to the outer reef). They also work with citizens
organizing to protect sensitive shorelines and culturally significant sites from inappropriate development and to prevent the
conversion of our agricultural lands to gated communities, golf courses, and malls. They work to protect Hawaii’s threatened
biodiversity and endangered species. One of KAHEA's objectives is to convene key activists, kupuna (elders), practitioners
and resource experts. Together they develop coordinated strategies, share expertise, build networks and focus campaigns
in order to become more effective in protecting Hawaii’s fragile environment, resources and people. KAHEA is a communitybased organization working to improve the quality of life for Hawaii’s people and future generations through the revitalization
and protection of Hawaii’s unique natural and cultural resources. KAHEA is an advocate for the proper stewardship of our
resources and for social responsibility by promoting multi-cultural understanding and environmental justice.
www.kahea.org

Kaua’I County Farm Bureau

The Hawaii Farm Bureau Federation (HFBF) is a non-profit organization of farming families united for the purpose of analyzing
problems and formulating action to ensure the future of agriculture thereby promoting the well-being of farming and the
State's economy. Their guiding policies originate at the grassroots, County Farm Bureau level with the ideas, opinions and
contributions of our concerned membership. They encourage the participation of members, and try to have open communication with them through their annual convention, county meetings and monthly newsletter. Policies are adopted after
discussion at their County and State meetings. www.hfbf.org Larry Feinstein 652-5544 info@hfbf.org

Kauai Planning & Action Alliance, Inc.

(KPAA) plays a unique and needed role for the island - serving as a neutral convener and providing a forum to the community to develop and implement solutions to Kauai's priority issues. KPAA is a nonprofit membership organization. It offers opportunities for community groups, nonprofits, government and businesses to work together to find long-term solutions to issues
confronting our island home. The organization is guided by the community vision included in the Kauai General Plan 2000.
Community volunteers work together on selected goals to help achieve the vision.
www.kauainetwork.org Diane Zachary 632-2005 dzachary@kauainetwork.org

Kauai Recycling for the Arts

KRA is a non-profit organization created to help educate our community about the importance of recycling in a fun and
exciting way - through the use of ART! Kauai Recycling for the Arts is turning yesterday’s trash into tomorrow’s treasures! KRA’s
mission is to demonstrate, promote, educate and empower the community with productive skills that nurture recycling, artistic
culture and sustainability. 808-632-0555 Studio Hours: Tuesday - Friday, 9am - 1pm Studio Address: Kauai Resource Center
3460 Ahukini Rd. Lihue, HI 96766 www.kauaiglass.org

The Kauaian Institute (did not attend the meeting but hopefully will in August)

Founded in 2000, the Kauaian Institute is an independent research organization providing accurate, detailed and timely
information for decision-makers about all aspects of life on the Hawaiian Islands. Their staff combines expertise in economics
and ecology and experience in planning and research on all islands. Highly talented and accomplished experts in business
strategy, environmental science, and community networking lead their projects. Their focus on sustainability issues from both
a corporate and community perspective makes them unique in all of Hawai`i. They provide one of the top blogs on sustainability in Hawaii, and produce bi-weekly columns on sustainability indicators in the Kaua`i Island News. And they published the
“book” about sustainability on Kaua`i.
www.kauaian.net F. Kenneth Stokes, Executive Director institute@kauaian.net

Malama Kaua’i

The Vision: A Sustainable Kaua'i. Malama Kaua'i is a Kilauea based non-profit working to raise awareness on the importance of
sustainability, to assist in implementing sustainable practices and support sustainable projects beneficial to the community. These
are the guys that organized the Eco-Roundtable sustainability meetings. Malama Kaua'i 4270-A Kilauea Road, Suite A Kilauea, HI
96754808.828.0685 Main Keone Kealoha, info@malamakauai.org www.malamakauai.org

Malama Maha’ulepu

Maha`ulepu is one of the most spectacular and cherished undeveloped coastal areas in the Hawaiian Islands. Maha`ulepu is
a heritage landscape. Maha`ulepu is sacred and legendary to Native Hawaiians, many of whom are connected to this area
by ancestral ties and by continuing cultural uses. As the last accessible undeveloped coastline on the south shore of Kaua`i,
Maha`ulepu is a quiet retreat, a place to get away from the crowds at popular resort beaches. Residents and their families come
to relax, picnic, hike, fish, dive, surf and windsurf and to observe the sea life along the coast. Visitors say that the area - pristine,
awesome and secluded - is what they hoped to find in Hawai`i. Sadly, Maha`ulepu is threatened by development. Over the past
thirty years, the landowner, Grove Farm Company, has actively planned hotels, golf courses, second homes and shopping facilities here. Grove Farm regards the area as unsurpassed for resort development. Meanwhile, citizens have opposed past proposals, and 5000 more visitor and residential units have already received partial approvals for the Koloa region in which Maha`ulepu
is located. To help in the preservation of Maha`ulepu please contact Beryl Blaich at blaich@aloha.net and visit the web site www.
malama-mahaulepu.org

Na Pali Coast Ohana (did not attend the meeting but hopefully will in August)

This is a grassroots non-profit foundation dedicated to the preservation of the natural and cultural resources of the Na Pali Coast
State Park, Kauai, Hawaii. 808-241-PALI (7254) Sabra Kauka Na Pali Coast Ohana P.O. Box 452
Lihue, HI 96766 info@napli.org www.napali.org

People for the Preservation of Kauai

We all share responsibility for the impact of the Hawaii Superferry. Do we really need hundreds more cars on Kauai? Do we want
mongoose, coqui frogs, and miconia on Kauai? Do we want increased drug trafficking and crime on Kauai? Visit the web site
www.superferryimpact.com to learn more about the down side of the Superferry. The anti-Superferry folks are in a major legal
battle to stop the Superferry; they need money for the legal fees. Please contact David H. Dinner (PPK) gentlewave@hawaii.
rr.com (808) 823-0323 or Richard Hoeppner richoep@aloha.net (808) 639-1954 www.superferryimpact.com

Regenerations Botanical Garden

The mission of Regenerations Botanical Garden is to support sustainable conservation of the world's plant diversity through community education and involvement. We achieve this mission through a combination of scientific, educational, religious, and
charitable service programs. info@regenerationsbotanical.org 4629 lehua street Kapa’a, Hawaii 96746
(808) 652-4118 voice / (866) 216-5373www.regenerationsbotanical.org

Save Koke’e

Save Koke’e is an island-wide community organization established to provide a single clear voice on behalf of the many who are
concerned about preserving and protecting Koke’e and Waimea Canyon State Parks Instead, They represent the broader community whose one unifying concern is to save our mountain sanctuary as the natural resource it was intended to remain for future
generations. Save Koke’e is committed to thoughtfully and responsibly addressing issues raised by the State of Hawai`i's proposed
intensive redevelopment and new development plans for Koke’e as a "revenue generation center." All are invited to the table
whose decision-makers we have entrusted with the future of our mountain to seek a master plan that has the preservation and
protection of Koke`e and Waimea Canyon State Parks as its overriding and primary goal www.savekokee.org

Save Our Seas

SOS is an international Hawai'i based 501(c)(3) non-profit organization utilizing education and research to preserve, protect, and
restore the world’s oceans for future generations. Save Our Seas was established as a result of Hurricane Iniki, which devastated
the Island of Kauai on September 11, 1992. A core group from Kauai got together and discussed the fragility of our island (and
our planet), and how easy it is to suffer irreparable loss of our resources if we fail to take personal responsibility for their health and
well being. Everything that had formerly been taken for granted (our forests, beaches, wildlife, coral reefs, and pristine ocean
waters) had been destroyed before our eyes within several hours. SOS decided then that they would dedicate their life's work to
preserving, protecting, and restoring the one resource that means the most to ALL of us, the world's oceans. SOS pledges to serve
the planet earth and her oceans.
www.saveourseas.org Paul@SaveOurSeas.Org 651-3452

Steelgrass

Steelgrass is a farm in Wailua that propagates bamboo and chocolate trees. Most of the twenty species of bamboo they grow
are clumping varieties traditionally used for timber, furniture and instrument making. Bamboo is a key plant in a sustainable Kauai.
www.steelgrass.org info@steelgrass.org 821-1857

Surfrider Kauai

The Surfrider Foundation is a nonprofit environmental organization dedicated to the protection and enjoyment of the world's
oceans, waves and beaches, for all people, through Conservation, Activism, Research and Education (C.A.R.E.).

Every Surfrider Foundation chapter has the following primary and specific purposes: • to safeguard and enhance the quality
of surfriding environments and public access to such areas. • To educate the public regarding the importance of the oceans'
waves as recreational resources and the need to preserve surfriding sites for future generations.• To provide its members the
opportunity for grassroots community involvement, which furthers these objectives. The Kauai chapter was founded in 2006.
Surfrider was founded by surfers and, when we speak of surfers, we include any and all of the tribe who ride the waves,
whether it be with their bodies, surfboards, body-boards, sailboards or kite boards! Surfrider’s members are environmentalists
and water enthusiasts. All ocean lovers are welcome to join. www.surfrider.org/kauai

Waipa Foundation

In ancient times, ahupua'a were communities that originated in the interdependence between the land and the people.
Such was a mutuality in which the use of the land and water, and economic, social, and cultural choices flourished in balance. Waipa is an intact ahupua'a / watershed of roughly 1600 acres, owned by Kamehameha Schools and managed by
the Waipa Foundation. The vision of the Waipa Foundation is to restore the Waipa ahupua'a as a Hawaiian community and
learning center, and to create a sustainable, culturally and community-based model for land use and management inspired
by the traditional values of the ahupua'a. Box 1816 Hanalei, HI 96714 (808) 826-9969 fax (808) 826-14 78 waipa_foundation@
yahoo.com www.waipafoundation.org

Vegetarian Society of Hawaii

The Vegetarian Society of Hawaii is a not-for-profit volunteer organization founded in 1990 to promote human health, animal
rights, and protection of the environment by means of vegetarian education. With more than 2000 members, it's among the
largest vegetarian societies in the nation. The Vegetarian Society of Hawaii has expanded to the Garden Island of Kauai
where monthly potlucks include a speaker. The potluck lectures take place at noon on the first Sunday of each month at the
Kapa’a Neighborhood Center. Prizes for the best vegan dish are offered. One of the special features will be contribution of
original vegan recipes from our Garden Island cooks. For more information or if you are interested in helping, please contact

The High Cost of Meat
75% of our food-growing topsoil in the United
States has eroded, almost all of it off farmland and
grazing land used for animal agriculture. One acre of
broccoli will supply ten times as much protein as an
acre of land producing beef. If acreage used for grazing cattle and raising feed grains were growing trees or
fiber plants to burn for energy, we would have no need
to import foreign oil. More than half of the water used
for all purposes in the United States is used for livestock
production. Water pollution from feedlots and feed
grain field runoff (manure, topsoil, pesticides, fertilizer,
etc.) contaminates more streams and rivers than do all
the wastes from all U.S. cities and industries combined.
“If anyone wants to save the planet all they have to do
is stop eating meat. That’s the single most important
thing you can do.” Paul McCartney
Animals raised for food expend the vast majority of the calories that they are fed by simply existing,
just as we do. We feed more than 70 percent of the
grains and cereals we grow to farmed animals, and
almost all of those calories go into simply keeping the
animals alive, not making them grow. Only a small fraction of the calories consumed by farmed animals are
actually converted into the meat that people eat.
A major 2006 report by the United Nations summarized the devastation caused by the meat industry.
Raising animals for food, the report said, is “one of the
top two or three most significant contributors to the
most serious environmental problems, at every scale
from local to global”.
Growing all the crops to feed farmed animals
requires massive amounts of water and land—in fact,

nearly half of the water and 80 percent of the agricultural land in the United States is used to raise animals for
food. Our taste for meat is also taking a toll on our supply of fuel and other non-renewable resources—about
one-third of the raw materials used in America each
year are consumed by the farmed animal industry.
Farmed animals produce about 130 times as much excrement as the entire human population of the United
States, and since factory farms don't have sewage
treatment systems as our cities and towns do, this concentrated slop ends up polluting our water, destroying
our topsoil, and contaminating our air.
Many leading environmental organizations, including the National Audubon Society, the WorldWatch
Institute, the Sierra Club, and the Union of Concerned
Scientists, have recognized that raising animals for
food damages the environment more than just about
anything else that we do. Whether it's the overuse of
resources, unchecked water or air pollution, or soil erosion, raising animals for food is wreaking havoc on the
Earth. The most important step you can take to save the
planet is to go
vegetarian.

The Dumbing Down of America
Something is amiss in the great nation called America. Ominous sirens warning this reality can be heard emanating loudly through invisible winds of change circulating our
towns and cities. The American people are being strangulated; unbeknownst to the masses they are being transformed
and conditioned, becoming the entity the elite have long
sought, the culmination of decades of social engineering
designed to make of hundreds of millions the slaves of times
past and the automatons of the future.
Yet in this present day we find ourselves in, struggling
to comprehend a world gone mad, unable to discern neither
the direction we are headed nor the inevitable course time
is guiding us on. It is because of what has been done to us,
and is presently being done to our children, that we fail to
comprehend the severity of the road that lies ahead. Quite
successful have the elite become in shifting the balance of
power from the masses to themselves. How, one might wonder, has this been accomplished, especially when we are the
many and they the few?
It is through the dumbing down of America, the methodical destruction and purposeful elimination of the means
by which a society educates and enlightens itself. The evisceration of a system that extols accountability and dialogue,
opens up the gates of opportunity with the keys of ability,
questions authority and seeks debate, creates a wealth of
knowledge and illuminates talent and that births an informed
citizenry and creates free thinking, analytical minds has been
slowly implemented for the last several decades. The dumbing down of America continues into the present, unrelenting
and unhindered, squashing the masses for the benefit of the
elite.
A giant threat to the system is being disposed of, systematically and without remorse, making of America and its
citizens yet one more cog in the engine called capitalistic
exploitation of humanity.
Here stands the Pax Americana, the most imposing
Empire that ever rose from the short reign of human civilization, responsible for placing the entire manifestation of world
citizens at the threshold of perilous danger. It is the Pax Americana that has unwound the stitches holding a volatile world
together, the nation that has over the last fifty years caused
so much damage to the peoples of the globe. The karma
of ceaseless negative energy is coming back to haunt an
empire whose actions, while helping enrich its own belly and
those residing in its entrails, have decimated untold millions
whose only crime was being born in lands destined to suffer the harsh exploitation of America and its capitalistic pandemic.
How has a once admired and loved leader of nations fallen from grace in such a short period of time? What
has happened to a populace living in the wealthiest nation
in human civilization? Why has the United States transformed
itself into the malicious beast the world sees through frightful
eyes?
Gluttony and materialism have enveloped all corners
of the United States, from Pacific to Atlantic Oceans, from the
border with Canada to the one with Mexico. The principles
of consumerism and greed are all-encompassing, years ago
having replaced virtues long since gone. The clandestine enslavement hidden in mass production and ever-longer working hours has in the last few decades become the value by
which we measure one’s worth to society.
The ability to question authority has vanished in a
haze of indifference, even as the evaporation of the Ameri-

can mind continues unabated. Government has been transformed right in front of our eyes, becoming not democracy
but corporatism, the marriage between the corporate and
government elite. Our freedoms and liberties are in shambles, now fragile porcelain being decimated by the thundering herd of bulls in Washington.
The government of, by and for the people is now
comprised of leaches flourishing in rotten swamps, prostitutes
roaming bordellos masquerading as palaces of governance
and fecal matter prospering in the nation’s sewers. Corporations and their minions we help elect dominate and transform
society, leading us into the black holes they easily maneuver
us into. We are being used and abused, yet with the dumbing down of America easily controlled beings we have turned
into, comatose to the danger we have embraced and oblivious to the strings attached to our appendages.
Something eerie seems to have engulfed us in the
land of the free and the home of the brave. From the land
where all men are created equal has equality disappeared;
from a nation espousing freedom has freedom been eviscerated. Once brave dissenters and seekers of accountability
have gone missing, allowing free reign to those endowed
with power. Free-thinking and analytical minds are as rare as
the great apes humanity is making extinct. Rare is the citizen
not captive to fear, insecurity and intimidation. The ability to
question authority or to seek accountability has collapsed
along with the towers of the World Trade Center. A world existing beyond the borders and shores of America, containing
six billion fellow humans, has been forgotten and disregarded as ignorance to cultures, nations, beliefs and ethnicities is
conditioned into our minds practically from birth.
Conditioned Producers and Consumers
Television begins to inculcate us with rampant bombardments of advertisements, thereby beginning to condition
the young, innocent mind to a life trained for consumption.
The foods we eat and the products we buy begin establishing the tastes we will forever enjoy. Associations of pleasure,
ingrained tastes and smells, nostalgia of fantasy and perfection enter the young brain. It is because of this that corporations want to hook us from the first moments of infancy so loyal lifelong consumers we become. To the innocent and pure
mind television thus becomes the window to a world that is
neither real nor easy. The virgin brain sees in the shows it is
blitzkrieged with a fiction that in reality does not exist. It sees
perfection, fantasy, beauty, consumption and loyal acquiescence, and, with the passage of time, seeks to emulate this
world in a false belief that it can be attained. Ingrained in this
principle is the belief,
channeled
by
corporations,
that to achieve
what can never
be a person must
consume and produce, be obedient
to authority, friendly to her corporate
masters and eager
to embrace what
society
dictates.
The dumbing down
of America thus begins.
As televi-

sion becomes parent, teacher, role model, babysitter and
entertainer to the child, given the abandonment of historical
parental roles thanks to society’s pressure to produce and
consume, everything shown becomes everything learned,
thus habituating a child to the role corporations have decided to bestow onto him. When everything seen on the screen
is created, controlled, manipulated and disseminated by the
corporate world the child’s perception of what reality encompasses will indeed also conform to the corporate vision.
After image after image, fantasy after fantasy, conditioning
after conditioning, the young human mind has no choice but
to accept the commands of the brainwashing taking place
right in front of his or her baby eyes.
It follows that children learn every behavior from their
parents as well. From the very beginning entrenched behaviors to produce and consume become ingrained in the
young brain. The long hours at work, the short amount of time
spent with the child, the abandonment of parental roles and
supervision, the incessant drive for consumption, the wasting
of money and pursuit of material possessions, the behaviors
of stress, depression, unhappiness, anger and frustration are
all absorbed by a mind that in infancy acts like a sponge,
learning human society from those closest to its environment,
whether it is family or television.
		
Brainwash Education
The education system in America has been carefully eroded
over the course of time, altered in such a way as to make
creative and curious children barren and submissive adults
indifferent to the world around them. The system now in
place begins robbing a child’s ability to think for himself or
herself from the very start of the education process. The class
structure itself eliminates individuality, personality and energetic ability, as one teacher must educate many students
competing for attention. It is here when talents that need to
be discovered get ambushed instead. Yet with a class structure that has endured for decades, the child must become
part of the whole, learning from books laced with government and/or corporate propaganda.
In many school districts, mostly poor ones strapped
for cash, books can be dozens of years old, lacking modern
thought or progress. Many books are tools created by entities
with special interests that have as a purpose the teaching
of their ideology or the furthering of their goals. The absurd
teaching of creationism is one such example. Many corporations now create and donate books to school districts that
contain references and examples to their brand names and
product descriptions. Even in school children cannot escape
the growing omnipresence of the corporate Leviathan which
thirsts to program the innocent the way it sees fit.

Indeed, the young mind is needlessly brainwashed
with a history of a nation that in many instances contradicts
and even subverts the true historical reality of the United
States. Only the ‘good’ that America has fostered during its
rapid and short rise is taught, without ever dealing with the
requisite bad inherent in an Empire that has laid claim to
land and man during years of brutal conquest, both militarily
and economically. Glossing over national heroes, mythifying
them into deities and transforming them into perfect human
beings is the role of the school book, brainwashing the young
to a fictional perfection when reality begs to differ. Yet humanity must be balanced and its reality etched in stone so
that future generations learn the human condition as well as
its civilization.
The genocide of indigenous Americans is whitewashed; the slavery of blacks that lasted hundreds of years,
oftentimes suffering barbaric treatment at the hands of their
white masters is easily covered up in a few paragraphs, deceiving readers to the true horrors their ancestors committed
or suffered. The subservient role women were placed under
for centuries is hardly mentioned, and the great civil rights
movement that helped change history for the better never
gets the coverage it deserves.
The war crimes and crimes against humanity America
has perpetrated worldwide to millions of anonymous people
under the rubric of freedom and democracy is never mentioned, rather, they are sugarcoated and glamorized, serving
as examples of America’s ‘great history.’ Also, the corrosive
and damaging effects of American capitalism disguised as
democracy that has condemned untold millions to the dustbins of history is manipulated to look like a chivalrous attempt
to save lives and free nations.
Brainwashing unquestioned patriotism into our young
one’s minds government controlled education furthers the
squashing of dissent and the questioning of our sovereign’s
motives. We are conditioned that our elected leaders are
gods walking among men, to be trusted and never to be
questioned. Their intentions are always noble, their reasoning
pure. Dissent and debate, protest and curiosity are seen not
as patriotic manifestations of an informed citizenry but rather
as an alien afterthought not worthy of nationalistic pride.
The ingraining of loyalty to flag and country, even
when committing evil worldwide, is to be allowed to continue, eventually becoming the means by which the state
is allowed to declare war, economic genocide and market
colonialism, without so much as a whisper from its constituency. The elite therefore bask in the glow of the radiant bean
called patriotic fervor, indoctrinated from childhood, lasting
until death.
Preaching the noble deeds yet hiding or disguising
the evil ingrained in empire building serves only to alter history
and manipulate the young, eroding our future in the process.
To understand humanity in past, present and future an entire
history must be taught, both good and bad, thereby creating
in our future citizens the ability to grow wise to the mistakes
of times past in order to comprehend the ever-changing and
oftentimes complex conditions of the present. To not teach
the truth of what has come before is to leave behind the
keys to unlocking the door of the human condition, essentially condemning our children into repeating the errors that
continue to bear witness to unnecessary suffering, death, destruction, violence and war.
Brainwash education is the means to an end, a device that entraps rather than make free. It is a valuable tool
to exert hegemony over the populace. When begun from
the first years of youth, becoming attached and most difficult
to extract, brainwashing to suit the state and the elite’s goals

is a dangerous device. When combined with the 9/11’s of
history, it takes on a life of its own, becoming a Molotov cocktail ready to explode in seething rage. The system would not
have it any other way.
Fostering Ignorance, Creating Sheep, Cementing Decline
Children are brainwashed at a very early age to follow the dictates of the state, to become the obedient drones
the state needs in order to survive. Curriculum programs prevent the free-thinking mind from ever emerging even as such
paramount subject matter such as art, foreign language, music and philosophy are being eliminated or never implemented. It is at a very early age when these classes can make
a such a vital difference in children, in essence granting an
enormous head start towards a long lasting, happy life. It is at
early youth that the human brain absorbs everything that is
taught, it is at this stage in development when positive and
all-inclusive education bears fruit. Yet American children, living in the wealthiest nation on the planet, are being denied
the essential tools needed for human progress to move forward, individuals to prosper and for a nation to thrive.
Becoming an exercise in futility, education has become a weapon to militarize millions of children to the tune
of the government, robbing them of the free-thinking and
analytical mind whose questioning of government and individual thought the elite want eliminated. In today’s America,
no child must be allowed to think or understand what is being
done to them and the society they inhabit. Every child being
taught must march in lock-step with millions more, becoming
benign drones made ignorant to a process robbing them of
their existence, neither challenging those in power or absorbing the ingredients necessary to develop a mind that may
one day become the ultimate weapon for freedom and salvation.
As in all state systems, in order to have subservient
citizens, the young must be programmed early on to the
dictates of those in power. In America, these entities are
the elite capitalists that have transformed democracy into
corporatism. Entire generations of people have become an
enormous herd of sheep, unaware of the slavery that grips
them and the exploitation that befalls every waking hour.
The corporatist state has accomplished the ignorance of its
citizens, now ruling unobstructed and unaccountable, free to
unleash wave after wave of crimes, both upon those it rules
and those it conquers.
The majority of the American people now fail to question authority, debate policy, seek accountability or demand
answers. Indifferent we have become to the dangerous ways
of our government or to our own plight. Every generation has
seen its ability to understand, question and analyze dwindle
with each subsequent decade that passes. Soon the day
will arrive when complete drones our descendants become,
completely subservient to the will of the rulers, shackled in
chains of ignorance, transformed into exploitable energies
deficient of free-thinking minds.
The only vestige of freedom left is that of the mind, a
realm never before touched by the claws of the state and the
powerful. Yet this freedom is disappearing, for the state has
found a way to annihilate a freedom once thought untouchable. Free-thought is fading fast from an American psyche
that once espoused the belief in the power of the individual.
In its wake lie hundreds of millions of energies whose minds
have been captured in a war we failed to realize we were
being subjected to. Free-thinking minds are being made extinct, suffering from years of social engineering and artificial
conditioning.
More and more we are failing to understand what
is being done to us and our children. With each passing day

the corporate Leviathan absorbs more of our collective brain,
inculcating us with garbage, conditioning us to its version of
what American society should be. The wretched symptoms
of capitalism are devouring our very existence, making us
the sheeple the system feeds off of. We are being herded to
the slaughterhouse, ready to be gutted and mass produced,
sold to the hungry wolves and vultures concomitantly ready
to feast off our once vibrant energies.
Tell the Children the Truth
The time has come to tell the children the truth. The time has
come to tell them that most are condemned to castes, unable to escape, destined to be exploited, destined for modern man’s version of slavery. The time has come to tell the
children of privilege that they are being trained to become
the exploiters of the masses, becoming condoners of subservience, inequality, injustice, corruption and thievery.
We must awaken from this lethargy catapulting us
into a future missing freedom and individuality, happiness and
a worthy existence. The dumbing down of America cannot
be allowed to continue, for if it does, George Bush’s vision will
become George Orwell’s reality. It is time to tell the children
the truth. It is time to liberate ourselves from a system that is
making us all automatons. Freedom of thought, freedom of
mind and freedom to live are our goals. The elimination of the
virus inflicting ignorance and enslavement upon us and our
children should be our mission.
The time to retake the American mind is upon us,
and this starts with telling our children the truth of what our
indifference, subservience and inability to act is condemning
them to. For knowledge is power, the kryptonite that weakens
the energy leading us to nothingness. They know this, which
is why the dumbing down of America is taking place. Knowledge is a threat to their existence and continued control,
which is why they want it destroyed. Education is liberation,
something they want desperately to avoid. An enlightened
populace is their nightmare; an ignorant citizenry their wet
dream.
It is through the awakening of the masses that mountains are moved and canyons crossed. It is through the slumber of the masses that evil awakens. It is through our collective energy that those in power have no future and no place
left to hide. The future of America is in our hands: either the
dumbing down continues or the awakening commences.

		
		

Hawaii Buyers Broker

The Hawaii Real Estate Broker Who Puts Your Interests
First.
contact Steve (877) 245-8824
Steve Moody is an exclusive buyer's broker - a Hawaii
real estate broker who represents only you, the buyer.
A Hawaii real estate broker who is devoted to finding qualified buyers like you the luxury property that
meets your needs and getting it at the best possible
price.
Get An Insider’s Advantage.
Not every luxury home is in the MLS. Benefit from an
insider’s knowledge of the Hawaii luxury real estate
market gained from over 30 years in the islands. Let
Steve Moody find you the perfect home, condo or
land

www.hawaiibuyersbroker.com

One year to remember....
Just days before the Ka Loko dam burst on
March 14th 2006
Christina “Sunny” was asked the meaning of
life. She replied,
“To remember, to remember the oneness, just
keep working towards that, remember the divine, always, in everybody and in everything.
Really, we are all God. You know we’re on this
journey of forgetfulness and remembering divine
self. Connecting with our God-self, that is what life
is, returning home.”
Christina, age 22, was 8
months pregnant and engaged to Daniel Arroyo.
They were washed away
with 5 others when the dam
burst sending over 400 million gallons of water down
the Wailapa streambed.

“God doesn’t make reservoirs. Men make reservoirs,” stated Don
Heacock, an aquatic biologist with the state Department of Land
and Natural Resources, “Men interfered with the natural stream
ecosystem.”

Friends of the Children’s Justice Center of Kauai
4473 Pahe`e St., Suite M, Lihue, HI 96766

It shouldn’t hurt to be a child . . .
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Children’s Justice Center of Kauai / Friends of the Children’s Justice Center
First Annual Fund Raiser “Treasure Our Children”

Hawaii’s five Children’s Justice Centers (CJC’s) are programs of the Hawaii State Judiciary. They
are accredited members of the National Children’s Alliance (NCA) an organization of more
than 600 Children’s Advocacy Centers across America serving abused children and their supportive families.
In Hawaii approximately 6,000 cases of child abuse are reported annually. CJC’s in Hawaii receive on average about 1200 reports of sexual abuse per year. Of these victims 75% are female
and 25% male.
The Children's Justice Centers provide a warm, homelike setting where children can feel as comfortable and safe as possible while being interviewed about reports of child abuse, particularly
sexual abuse, and as witnesses to crimes. The intent of the video tape is to reduce trauma to the
victim by reducing the number of times they are required to retell / recall their abuse.
The Children’s Justice Center provides the recording equipment and facility for videotaping
these forensic interviews. Interviews are performed only by specially trained investigators or consultant psychologists who specialize in this field. The interview is done in strict accordance with
Hawaii’s nationally accepted; legally sound protocol for forensic interviewing of abused children.
Each of the Children’s Justice Centers is partnered with and supported by a non profit board,
the Friends of the Children’s Justice Center (FCJC). The Friends are dedicated to provide support
to the CJC and to the well being of children and youth who have experienced sexual abuse,
physical abuse or have been severely neglected.
Thanks to the Friends, Centers are well supplied with various books, games, stuffed animals, videos and snacks for the children.
“Needs Enhancements” are also provided by the Friends for children who have been seen at
the center or have been abused. Any professional or volunteer working with the child / family
can submit a request to the FCJC for enhancements. These requests range from assistance with
health services to self-esteem/self-worth activities. Over the past 16 years the FCJC has provided
thousands of children with “enhancements” to support and help the child and family to begin
their healing process.
In striving to continue this work, the FCJC are hosting their first annual fundraiser on June 15, 2007.
The theme will be “Treasure our Children”. This will be held at Kauai Lagoons Tennis Court. There
will be food, live entertainment and a silent auction.
Tickets are $35.00 and are tax deductible.
We would be grateful for your help in supporting this event.
If you have any questions please don't hesitate to contact Greg Meyers at 632-2444, Dean
Pigao at 652-3247 or Jamie Mantegna at 651-0244. For more information, or if you would like to
make a tax-deductible donation, you can visit www.friends-cjc-kauai.org .
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